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Abstract
Now a days cloud computing has become the ideal way to transfer data files of
different types (e.g., text, images, audio and video) to or from the device. The main issue of
user's concerns about the cloud technology is data security. Insecure and unauthorized data
transmission over private and public cloud creates perceived risks. Moreover, data loss is an
important security threat in public clouds. This paper thoroughly overviews various existing
cloud cryptographic schemes from 2016 to 2018 through Systematic Literature Review
(SLR). Further, distinct cloud encryption schemes are analysed, gaps are identified and
difficulties are explored with respect to data security. Finally, limitations of preceeding
encryption methods are discussed and open challenges are recognized in the field of cloud
data security.

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Mobiles, Cryptography, Data Security.

INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing encompasses storing and accessing of data over the internet instead
of personal computers. Cloud computing flaunts a few appealing advantages for
organizations and end clients. It provides remote services to the clients so that hardware
failures do not result in data loss. It also provides convenient infrastructure for users to
resource utilization. Cloud computing is more flexible and resilient.
People prefer to use mobile terminals (MT) to access and use the internet over outdated terminals such as personal computers due to the symbolic popularity of mobile
terminals [1]. Data security is basically a protective measure for securing data from
unauthorized access or fraudulent attacks. There are several technologies for data protection
over the communication channel. However, some classical cryptographic techniques which
include asymmetric and symmetric keys are selected. Symmetric key is used for both
decryption and encryption and in asymmetric encryption, encryption is done by using public
key and decryption is done using private key[2]. Ciphers are categorized either in block or
stream where data is transfered bit by bit or block by block. An overview of cloud is shown
in Figure 1.

1
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Insecure and unauthorized data transmission towards private and public cloud is a
major problem that lead to attacks in previous schemes. Moreover, the security of public
clouds increases perceived risks. The security and authentication vulnerabilities of a mobile
terminal pare down the file sharing ability between mobile terminals and public cloud. In
previous schemes several interference attacks have exploited user confidential data.

Figure 1: Overview of Cloud
A better platform is presented by cloud environments [3] and also enough storage and
computing resources are provided; therefore, enough tasks could be transferred from any
remote site to cloud [4].
In this paper, previous studies about the security plans of cloud computing schemes
during the year 2016 to 2018 are explored. Research papers are selected based on inclusion
and exclusion criteria. Furthermore, quality assessment to check the security and performance
analysis of different encryption schemes are accomplished. Performance analysis of various
encryption schemes are presented based on the vulnerability of attacks. Comparisons of
different encryption schemes are given based on their advantages, disadvantages, and
functionalities.

METHODOLOGY
Our research question was: “What are the various security techniques used to prevent
brute force attack on data over the cloud?” Different stages of Systematic Literature Review
are presented in Figure 2.

2
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Figure 2: Overview of SLR
Relevant data is retrieved from two digital libraries, two indexing services and one search
engine i.e., ACM Digital Library, IEEE Explore, Science Direct, Springer, and Google
Scholar. Journal articles and conference papers published between 2016 and 2018 related to
the security of private and public clouds are inclued in this review (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Overall Selection Process
Quality Assessment
Following keyword or phrases were employed for data retrieval
((“Cryptography” OR “Encryption” OR “Data Security” OR “Secure Data” OR “Protect
Data”) AND (“unauthorised access” OR “illegitimate access” OR “Encryption technique”
OR “encode method”) AND (“Computational Time” OR “Encryption time”)).

3
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There are following quality assessment rules:
1. The study should be based on the reason of revamping.
2. The quality of each article is weighted according to defined rules (Table 1).
Defined rules are based on the following criteria: Rule 1 all articles have encryption
techniques, Rule 2: includes articles related to authentication techniques, Rule 3: articles
discusses lower security encryption methods with authentication techniques, Rule 4: articles
having strong encryption methods with authentication. Qulaity asessment of articles on the
basis of above rules are presented in table 2.
Table 1: Quality Assessment Rule
No.
Rule 1
Rule 2
Rule 3
Rule 4

Criteria
If <=1
If >1 &<=3
If >3 &<=5
If <5

Weighted Quality
Low
Medium
Good
Excellent

Table 2: Quality Assessment of Articles
Articles
ECC-RSA[41]
DNA-Sequence[42]
C-SCML[44]
L-IoT[46]
AE-LSSS [9]
HHE[11]
HES[13]
AES[15]
HEVC-Modified AES [17]
SA-EDS [18]
FREDP[20]
CP-ABE[22]
MA-ABE[24]
KP-ABE[25]
E-Dedup [27]
S-ECS[29]
IDCrypt [31]
Q-SE[33]
SE-FK[35]
N-SE[37]
D-SE[39]

Weighted Quality
Low
Medium
Medium
Good
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Good
Good
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Good
Good
Low
Medium

LITERATURE REVIEW
As data security is an important point of focus in cloud computing therefore, much
work has been already done in this domain. Review on Cryptographic techniques is organized
according to the two main approaches i.e., symmetric (Homomorphism, Attribute-based
4
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encryption scheme, searchable encryption scheme, AES) and asymmetric approach (RSA,
DSA, ECC, ElGamal) In Figure 4, categories of methodologies for data security in the cloud
is given that are discussed below:

Figure 4: Categorization of Cryptographic techniques
Table 3: Size of key/plaintext in Cryptograohic Techniques
Serial
#

Category

Technique Name

Key size

Text size

HbE

G-SCS[5]

1024 bits

128 bytes

2.

DF’s [7]

1024 bits

128 bytes

3.

AE-LSSS [9]

-

-

4.

HHE[11]

1024 bits

128 bytes

5.

HES[13]

1024 bits

128 bytes

AES[15]

128 bits

128 bits

7.

HEVC-Modified AES [17]

128 bits

128 bits

8.

SA-EDS [18]

-

-

9.

FREDP[20]

128 bits

128 bits

ECC-RSA[41]

256 bits

256 bits

11.

DNA-Sequence[42]

-

-

12.

C-SCML[44]

255 bits

128 bits

13.

L-IoT[46]

1.

6.

10.

AES

Other

5
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Table 4: List of Cryptograohic Techniques
Sr. No.

Technique Name

Algorithms

G-SCS[5]

HES using RSA, Paillier ,DGHV

2.

DF’s [7]

FCM(Fuzzy c-means clustering)

3.

AE-LSSS [9]

Attribute encryption with LSSS matrix

4.

HHE[11]

Hybrid HES with RSA, Paillier

5.

HES[13]

AHE

AES[15]

AES
AES algorithm

8.

HEVC-Modified
AES [17]
SA-EDS [18]

9.

FREDP[20]

(EDCon) Algorithm, Alternative Data
Distribution (AD2) Algorithm, and Secure
Efficient Data Distributions (SED2)
AES

CP-ABE[22]

Attribute Based Encryption

11.

MA-ABE[24]

Attribute Based Encryption

12.

KP-ABE[25]

Attribute Based Encryption

13.

E-Dedup[27]

14.

S-ECS[29]
IDCrypt [31]

Similarity-aware message-locked
encryption
Attribute Based Encryption and Attributebased signature
Searchable encryption

16.

Q-SE[33]

Query based searchable encryption

17.

SE-FK[35]

Fuzzy search

18.

N-SE[37]

19.

D-SE[39]

Conventional searchable encryption
scheme
Dynamic searchable encryption

ECC-RSA[41]

Elliptic curve

21.

DNA-Sequence[42]

Morse code and zigzag pattern

22.

C-SCML[44]

Chaos-based cryptosystem

23.

L-IoT[46]

1.

6.

Category
HbE

AES

7.

10.

15.

20.

ABE

SE

Other
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Table 5: Security Analysis of different Cryptographic Techniques
Sr. #
1.

Category
HbE

Technique used
G-SCS[5]

2.
3.
4.

DF’S[7]
AE-LSSS[9]
HHE[11]

5.

HES[13]

6.

AES

7.

AES[15]

8.

HEVC-Modified
AES[17]
SA-EDS[18]

9.

FREDP[20]

10.
11.
12.

AbE

13.

14.
15.

CP-ABE[22]
MA-ABE[24]
KP-ABE[25]

SE

S-ECS]29]
ID-crypt[31]
Q-SE[33]

17.

SE-FK[35]

18.

N-SE[37]

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Other

D-SE[39]
ECC-RSA[41]

DNASequence[42]
C-RSA
C-SCML[44]
L-IoT[46]
D-SE[39]

Critical analysis
Direct cryptanalytic attack , InputBased attack, Brute force and State
compromise extension attack[6]
Plaintext,brute force attack[8]

Collusion attack

Side channel attack and
timing attack
Side channel attack and
timing attack
Black hole attack ,
timing attack
Side channel attack and
timing attack
Collusion attacks
Collusion attacks
Collusion attacks

E-Dedup[27]

16.

19.
20.

Attack Prevention

Chosen-Ciphertext
Attack
Chosen-Ciphertext
Attack
Distinguishability
attacks
Distinguishability
attacks
Passive attacks ,key
space analysis attack,
sinkhole attack and
DOS attacks
Trait Attacks
DOS Attacks

7

Brute force, Mathematical attacks,
Timing attacks and Chosen Cipher
text attacks[12]
Brute force attack and heuristic
attack[14]
Multiset attack , boomerang attack
and collisions attack[16]
Multiset attack , boomerang attack
and collisions attack[16]
Common modulus attack , Wiener’s
attack, pollution attack [19]
DDoS and brute force attack [21]
Decryption-key-sharing –attack[23]
Decryption-key-sharing –attack[23]
Chosen plaintext , Brute force and
attribute-set attack[26]
Cipher suite rollback attack ,
version rollback attack and man in
the middle attack [28]
Power analysis attack[30]
Passive attacks [32]
Passive, brute force attacks[34]
Inference attacks[36]
Inference attacks[38]
Ranked issue [40]
Brute force attack [42]

Known plain text attack[43]
Brute force attack
Pollution attack [45]
DDoS attack[46]
Ranked issue [40]
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Homomorphism based Encryption (HbE):
Zhang et al. [5] explord the relationship between cloud storage and homomorphic
encryption. After studying the connection between them, a generic method is proposed that
uses HES to design a secure cloud storage protocol. In this scheme, there are two entities i.e.,
the client and cloud. Due to limited sources client wants to store data on cloud. The client
checks the integrity to send audit queries to the cloud for verification. This scheme proves
that G-SCS is secure under the standard model. Methodology extends it to support data
dynamics and to allow third-party auditing. Using of homomorphic technique is the
enhancement of several attacks that happens on PRNGs (Pseudo Random Number Generator)
such as direct cryptanalytic attack, input-based attack, and state compromise extension attack
[6].
Abdullatif et al. [7] presented a framework that provides privacy preserving anomaly
detection service for sensor data. A lightweight homomorphic encryption scheme is used for
assurance of privacy and data security. In this framework, there are two entities, the private
servers and collaborative servers. The private servers located in public cloud infrastructure. It
is managing both plain text and cipher text and also handling encryption/decryption
mechanisms. While the collaborative servers that are considered to be public servers within
public cloud environment can perform data analysis computations over cipher text. A data
processing model is used to avoid any computational complexities in which a single private
server cooperates with multiple public servers situated within a cloud data centre and virtual
nodes are applied to perform irregular anomaly detection on encrypted data. The complete
review establishes that the lightweight and scalable anomaly detection model has high
detection accuracy with low overhead and also guarantees data privacy. Scheme proves far
superior to perform arithmetic computations in an efficient manner. It achieves highly
accurate anomaly detection while preserving privacy for large-scale data. Modulus of
Domingo-Ferrer’s algebraic privacy homomorphism is public that can be broken by (d + 1)
plaintext-cipher text pairs by known plaintext attacks. It can still be broken by 2(d+1) pairs
the modulus was private [8].
Ding and Li [9] explained scheme on the principle of attribute encryption, in which a
fully homomorphic encryption scheme is proposed. This scheme is based on attribute
encryption with LSSS matrix which provides users fine-grained and flexible access to
retrieve their data from the cloud server. The system is based on four parts: data owner who
decides access policy and uploads data over cloud server, data user can read the cipher text if
he has set of attributes that meet the cipher text policy, attribute authority that manages all set
of attributes, cloud service provider is responsible for the storing of encrypted data.The
scheme is supporting significant suppleness to invalidate system freedoms from users without
updating the key client moreover it decreases the pressure of the client greatly. After
conducting security analysis, it was established that this scheme can fight collusion attack
effectively. This scheme has the ability to greatly reduce computation costs as compared to
CP-ABE scheme. Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) use firewalls and the method of
virtualization to ensure that the stored data on the cloud remains secure. However, these
8
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precautions do not provide complete data protection due to vulnerabilities that exist over the
network [10].
Song and Wang [11] discussed the disadvantages of fully homomorphic encryption as
it provides low calculation efficiency making it unfit to be used for secure cloud computing.
The hybrid cloud computing scheme is built on the Paillier algorithm and RSA encryption
algorithm that allow this scheme to satisfy operations of both additive and multiplicative
nature. These algorithms are additively homomorphic and multiplicative homomorphic
respectively. In this scheme, there are three phases: customers, the private cloud and public
cloud. Customers apply data to a private cloud to get encrypted data and then submit to a
public cloud to compete the calculation. The client calculation requests are described as the
combination of addition and multiplication operations and operands. The cipher texts are
uploaded to public cloud by an Encryption Decryption Machine on the basis of type of the
operation. These public clouds do calculations without receiving the actual data from
customers. After running simulations and conducting the analysis of the results, it is
concluded that this scheme is efficient and practical. In this paper, imitation results show the
feasibility of the system in the condition of key size smaller than 4096 bits. It is found that
RSA based cryptosystem does not provide complete Security. A hacker can utilize several
techniques to attack it. These techniques may include Brute force attacks, Chosen Cipher text
attacks, Mathematical and Timing attacks [12].

Figure 5: Effects on data security on HbE Scheme
Liu et al. [13] suggested a system for secure multi-label classification over encrypted
data in cloud servers. This scheme involes four parties: data owner, data user and two clouds
servers. Data owner owns multi-label data instance dataset which produces pair of key from
Paillier cryptosystem. Then data owner sends dataset to one cloud and private key to another
cloud. Data owner outsources the computation over the encrypted data to these clouds. Then
9
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both clouds work together to obtain multi-label classification results of instance and return
them to data user. This is designed to handle the multi-label classification which dramatically
reduces the computation and storage burden for both data owners and users. It also provides
the additional capability of protecting the private information of users, which prevents the
cloud servers from learning anything valuable regarding the input data and the output
classification results. The scheme also conducts experiments to validate the security, to
analyse the complexity and to assess the computation time of their proposed scheme. In
holomorphic encryption the use of paillier cryptosystem that is based on probabilistic
asymmetric encryption. Asymmetric encryption scheme is low in throughput and
confidentiality [14]. Figure 5 shows types of attacks and effects due to high computational
time on Homomorphism based Encryption scheme in cloud.

Advance Encryption Standard (AES):
Pancholi et al., [15] elaborated the data privacy and data security concepts in cloud.
Data privacy and data security are one of the main areas of concern in cloud databases and
they are requiring high level of authentication. Data security is ensured through cryptography
in cloud database servers. The scheme uses AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), a
symmetric cryptographic algorithm which is built on several permutations, substitutions and
transformation. The use of AES algorithm takes time to process steps as compared to DES
and 3DES [16].
Usman et al. [17] suggested a High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) for hiding the
data in the cloud using intra encoded video streams in unsliced mode as a source. In this
scheme cloud generates a pair of PRK and PUK. The PRK remains at the cloud’s side while
the PUK is sent to the user for encryption purpose. It is accomplished in three phases: video
secret data encryption, hevc video encoding, half and full decryption with secret data
extraction. The owner of data encodes video and encrypts data using SK. The encrypted data
is adjusted into encoded video with PUK to generate HEVS. Then owner uploads it to public
cloud, where it gets decrypted using PKR through half decryption. The capability of usual
structure is very limited to conduct a secure exchange of media files between smartphones
and cloud in terms of battery power, data size, memory support, and processing load. The
proposed scheme is decreasing in the processing time up to 4.76% and increasing data size up
to 0.72% as compared to AES 256. The use of AES algorithm takes time to process steps as
compared to DES and 3DES [16]. The overall key and plaintext sizes of AES are showing in
Table 3.
Li et al. suggested a Security-Aware Efficient Distributed Storage (SA-EDS) model in
[18]. This model is supported by the proposed algorithms including Efficient Data Conflation
(EDCon) Algorithm, Alternative Data Distribution (AD2) Algorithm, and Secure Efficient
Data Distributions (SED2). The main working of model is that a user sends the data to the
cloud where it is divided into sensitive data and normal data. Then sensitive data is splitted
into two different clouds. Then the sensitive and normal data is merged. Results of
experimentation showed that the proposed approach can successfully defend against threats
10
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coming from clouds and also provides satisfactory computation time. However pollution
attack occurs on XOR function [19].
Yang et al. [20] propsed the FREDP scheme jointly with mobile cloud computing.
First, they performed remotely keyed document encryption dependent on the cooperations
between the MT (portable terminal) and the PrC (private cloud) to guarantee the secrecy of
the record, and creators move the MT's intricate calculations to the PrC, which has solid
registering capacities. To lessen the MT's outstanding burden, the creators likewise improve
the security of the client key also it performs information honesty confirmation routinely.
AES calculation is utilized for encryption. A DDoS assault can disable the entire private
cloud and risk entire organizations. In this way, DDoS assault is more threatening to singular
private cloud clients than an open cloud's clients [21]. The overall techniques and results of
AES are shown in Table 5.
In Figure 6 types of attacks and consequences due to high computational time on AES
Encryption scheme in cloud is presented.

Figure 6: Effects on data security on AES Scheme

Attribute based Encryption Methods:
Yundong et al. [22] proposed a scheme named as a multi-authority CP-ABE access
control scheme. This scheme utilizes constant length ciphertext and hidden policy to protect a
user’s privacy and to save storage overhead. It also employs methods to ensure fine grained
and flexible access control. Under the security model, this scheme has proved to be CPAsecure. Multiple authorities are used to generate private key of the user to lighten the damage
of broken authorities to the system. Public parameters are issued by the central authority. It is
also responsible for generating signature tags for both users and the authorities. To dodge the
11
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key scrow problem, the central authority does not participate in generating any attribute,
private key or master key. To prevent access to sensitive information by unauthorized users,
access structure is concealed inside the ciphertext and user privacy remains intact. The ABE
system [23] cannot prevent the decryption-key-sharing attack. This weakness makes this
system unfeasible.
Yang et al. [24] suggested a multi-authority attribute-based encryption scheme which
is based on digital signature and linear secret sharing. In the proposed scheme, user identity
is secured by entrenching a signature in private key of the user. A third party can check the
ownership of a private key by utilizing the leaked key to verify the identity of the user
publicly. private key is equally generated by multiple authority centers to prevent security
issues and breaches. It has been proven by the storage routine analysis that this scheme is
very appropriate for the cloud computing environment. ABE system cannot resist decryptionkey-sharing attack [23].
Li et al. proposed [25] a KP-ABE scheme which is resilient to auxiliary input leakage.
Scheme constructs a key update algorithm in order to ensure the scheme to resist continuous
auxiliary input leakage. The overall model is based on client, key server and cloud storage
provider. If client wants to interact with cloud and key server it must verify itself first. Dual
system encryption techniques, proves to be a secure scheme. The problem with KP-ABE
scheme It can only choose descriptive attributes for the data, it is unsuitable in some
application because a data owner has to trust the key issuer [26].
Zhou et al. [27] explained an attack which is launched by using similarity and hash
for key generation. Message-locked scheme based on similarity awareness is proposed to
certify the deduplication of exhibition. This is achieved by combining target-based duplicate
check and source-based detection of similar segment. It uses EDedup for enabling flexible
access control along with revocation. EDedup uses files keys derived from random messages
and uses proxy/attribute-based encryption of the management of key and metadata. The
attack of cipher suite rollback and version rollback are more theoretical. There is another
successful man-in-the-middle attack which is launched in SSL/TLS by password Interception
[28].

Figure 7: Effects on data security on ABE Scheme
12
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Huang et al. [29] has proposed a scheme for efficient and secure collaboration data,
which uses attribute-based signature (ABS) and attribute-based encryption (ABE) to afford
secure data writing operation and fine-grained access controlled ciphertext. This model is
based on five phases: cloud service provider, multiple domain authority, central authority,
data owner and user. This scheme uses hierarchical attribute-based encryption (HABE) for a
full delegation mechanism to release the attribute authority from the burden of key
management. They have also proposed new ideas for practically implementing DES and AES
such as modified S-box, adapted mask, multiplicative mask/transformation Boolean mask.
The timings of their implementation have shown that the DPA and SPA counter measures are
implementable in a smart-card environment which has low speed processors and restricted
memory. These attacks are on symmetric key encryption [30]. The overall techniques and
results of attribute based encryption are shown in Table 5. Types of attacks and implications
due to high computational time on ABE Encryption scheme in cloud is demonstrated in
Figure 7.

Searchable Encryption:
Wang et al. [31] introduced IDCrypt method in which proxy is used to encrypt the
user’s confidential data before outsourcing to the cloud servers. This scheme comprises of the
following main components: Proxy (to encrypt the user’s confidential data and to produce a
searchable encrypted index for a document set); IDCrypt server (manages index and executes
search operations). Plaintext data is indexed within the proxy to prevent unauthorized access
to proxy, and identifiers are used to identify encrypted data located on cloud servers. Cloud
and IDCrypt servers are considered untrustworthy and user proxy is the only way to gain
access to user data. Proxy encrypts the user’s sensitive information and then passes this
encrypted data on external sources, preventing cloud and IDCrypt servers from stealing this
data. It renders them unable to gain access to plaintext which requires matching keys placed
within the proxy. If an unauthorized party attacks the user’s account, they only gain access to
already encrypted information. This ensures that IDCrypt protects the private information of
users effectively in cloud application. SE scheme based on token is prone to expose token
occurrence patterns hence it is prone to leak confidential data of users [32].
Tahir et al. introduced Q-SE method based on searchable encryption approach [33]. It
allows user to search for keywords in encrypted documents. As cloud services are being used
by vast majority of users, they are using cloud to store huge amount of their data and this
practice has been termed as ‘‘big data’. This is aimed to deal with shortcoming of SE scheme
and enhance its efficiency. SE scheme is modified to support the map-reduce framework, and
it is implemented over multiple threads. This modification may have led the SE scheme to
become vulnerable but analysis reveals that it still sustains probabilistic trapdoors property.
This scheme has proven to outperform the primary scheme when deployed on BT Cloud
Server to measure the performance gain of these schemes. It is found that Side-channel
analysis (SCA) has the ability to gain access to the key of cryptographic modules. The reason
for this vulnerability is the data that may have been leaked through unintentional outputs such
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as power consumption. The main vulnerability of concern is that SCA can attack small parts
of the key and gain access by aggregating the data gained in attacks over different
encryptions. One way to fight these attacks is to completely change the secret key at every
run. In this method the use of BT cloud server can leak information through unintentional
outputs [34].
Tahir et al. [35] proposed an approach named as SE-FK which allows ranked fuzzy
searching on encoded information. It utilizes probabilistic trapdoors that allow the system to
resist distinguishability attacks. A fuzzy index table constructed from min hashes is
introduced that enables fuzzy search over the data. The similarity search was double and
based on the Euclidean Norm and Jaccard Similarity. Performance and security analysis is
conducted and it is revealed that the proposed method has better performance than already
existing schemes. SE schemes use for cyber-physical social systems are vulnerable to be
attacked by unauthorized users to gain access to confidential information about the data
stored on the system and the queries that were made. These attacks are also known as
interference attacks [36].
Tahir et al. [37] proposed an efficient and adequate scheme based on the probabilistic
trapdoor. In this methodology, customer is interfacing with the cloud server. It may be seen
that fundamentally every one of the undertakings are performed on the customer's side, while
the looking is done on the CS. The security investigation reveals that this method ensures a
more enhanced amount of security as compared to other existing plans. Most regular
accessible encryption plans experience the ill effects of two impediments. In the first place,
looking through the put away archives requires some investment straight in the size of the
database, or potentially utilizes overwhelming number-crunching tasks [38].
A powerful accessible encryption method is proposed by the Kabir et al. [39]. In this
framework, the cloud server performs the dynamic update activity without decoding the
documents set. The data owner transmits the updating policy to the server and the server
updates the encoded data directly. The cloud server does not decode any piece of the
information during refreshing and accordingly keeping up the security of the framework. This
also yields accurate multi keyword ranked search. The proposed method does not require an
active owner to conduct dynamic operation in the system. In this scheme, cloud servers are
used to perform these operations including insertion, deletion, and modification operation of
a document.
Measures are also taken to prevent attacks from gaining unauthorized access to data.
Analysis of experiments revealed that this proposed scheme performs accurate and efficient
searchable encryption as compared to state-of-threat method. kNN algorithm is used to
construct vector space model whereas authors have utilized the secure TF × IDF model for
query generation and secure index construction. In short, this scheme provides a safe way to
resolve the problems of updating through a secure and verifiable updating outsourcing
method. In this scheme, the data owners are required to send policy updating queries to the
14
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system in order to avoid retrieval and re-encryption of the information. Cloud servers directly
use the information sent by data owners to update the policies of encrypted data without
going through the hassle of decryption. Studies have revealed that brief documents are
preferred over lengthy ones by VSM. This shortcoming can be avoided by modifying the
VSM to overcome this problem [40]. The attacks that could effect the Searchable encryption
scheme are shown in Table 3. Types of attacks and effects due to high computational time on
SE Encryption scheme in cloud is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Effects on data security on SE Scheme

Other Techniques:
Chhabra and Arora [41] suggested a lightweight security scheme to stop eaves
dropping attacks in the cloud. The scheme is based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
and is able to deliver a strong level of security as well as reduce computational overhead. The
main parameters are the user and cloud. The user sends data to the cloud by dividing the data
according to the number of clouds and sends additional significant bits. Keys generated
through ECC are used to encrypt incoming data before sending to clouds. ECC generates
keys of smaller size as compared to size of keys generated by RSA, for the same level of
encryption. Parallel collision search is the attack best known for attacking elliptic curve
cryptosystems and is constructed on Pollard’s ρ-method. The complexity of this attack is the
square root of the prime order of the generating point used [42].
Wiener and Zuccherato found out that the storage and interchange of data and
information in cloud computing have become necessities in IT manufacturing [42]. Both the
customer and service provider benefit from services provided by cloud computing. Among its
countless advantages, the biggest area of concern is the security of data. This vulnerability
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has raised serious concerns and developers are working on several solutions for this problem.
DNA sequence of the user is used for encryption scheme combined with Morse code and
zigzag pattern. The combination of these methods increases the privacy and security of the
user’s data and prevents third parties from gaining access. DNA cryptographic methods are
secure due to randomness and uniqueness of DNA sequence. The biological data inside the
DNA is used by cryptographic algorithms thus making data breach impossible over the cloud
servers. This scheme secures the confidential data sent by the user over the cloud. The zigzag
permutation encryption method cannot withstand the known-plaintext attack, therefore,
should not be considered as secure [43].
Zheng et al., [44] proposed a lightweight authenticated encryption scheme with
associated data, based on a novel discrete chaotic S-box Coupled Map Lattice (SCML),
which avoids the dynamic degradation of the digital chaotic system and low efficiency of the
chaos-based cryptosystem. However Pollution attack can happen on XOR operation [45].
Zhou et al. [46] presented an efficient authentication scheme for IoT-cloud
architecture comprising of three modules of the system: the user, the cloud server and control
server. This authentication scheme proves to be secure against various types of attacks, and
achieves critical security properties, such as user audit, mutual authentication and session
security, at the same time. However this methodology does not perform well as far as the
computation cost at the control server (and the absolute calculation cost). The reason is that
for every activity the control server ought to furthermore perform the dynamic verification
components for the unique client and the especial cloud server in the following session [46].
Different keys, plaintext sizes and techniques of approaches are presented in Table 3-5 while
effects on data security by the SE Scheme are presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Effects on data security on other schemes
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Comparsion of various studies discussed in this paper are presented in Table 6 on the
basis of security and results. ECC-RSA [41] is considered good in terms of data security. It is
the most powerful form of encryption in terms of security as compared to AES. None of the
encryption technique can counter brute force attack. So the analysis reveals that none of the
scheme gives better performance solution in terms of catering attacks.
Table 6: Comparison of the Studied Encryption Techniques
Proposed Method

Data Security

Comments

ECC-RSA [41]

✓

DNA-Sequence [42]

✓

Strong level of security
Reduce computational overhead
Secures the confidential data

C-SCML [44]

✓

Protects the confidentiality & integrity

L-IoT [46]

✓

Secure against various types of attacks

AE-LSSS [9]

✓

Reduce computation costs

HHE [11]

✓

Efficient and practical

HES [13]

✓

Reduces the computation

AES [15]

✓

Highly secure

HEVC-Modified AES [17]



Decreasing in the processing time

SA-EDS [18]

✓

Secure against threats

FREDP [20]

✓

Improving the security of user key

CP-ABE [22]



Reliable

MA-ABE [24]

✓

Appropriate for cloud environment

KP-ABE [25]

✓

Better performance

E-Dedup [27]

✓

Reduce storage overhead

S-ECS [29]

✓

Secure and efficient

IDCrypt [31]

✓

Enhances security

Q-SE [33]

✓

Assure security

SE-FK [35]

✓

Efficient and lightweight

N-SE [37]

✓

Higher level of security

D-SE [39]

✓

Accurate and efficient

G-SCS[5]



Reduce storage costs

DF’s [7]



Highly accurate
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CONCLUSION
There are many open challenges in the field of data security for cloud computing
many scehmes previously proposed are unable to address known plain text attack, pollution
attack, man in middle attack, replay attack with low computation cost. However, it is still not
sufficient since the regulatory actions, loss or theft of data, loss of the control over end users
can often be at threat. There are numerous types of attacks, which range from man in the
middle attack, Impersonination attacks, Replay attack to insider attack still there are many
other attacks and security issues need to be discussed as future challenge.
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Abstract
A degree is an evidence of a student’s qualification, thus a very important document
for any student. Nowadays, there are many ways to temper the original degree or create a fake
one. However, the verification of degrees using conventional methods is very time-consuming
and costly. In our research, we have proposed a model for degrees verification of Pakistani
Universities using blockchain technology. Our proposed solution comprises of two steps, first
is the issuance of the degrees, in which a degree is created after the completion of student
academic session by the concerned department, which then passes to the exam department and
verifier department for digital signature, we have used multi-signing algorithm using G-DSA
for this purpose. After the consensus process, this degree is issued to students in the digital
format. The second step is the verification process, in which the uploaded degree needs to be
verified. UET degree verification is taken as a case study for this research work. Our proposed
model meets all the conditions necessary for a modern degree verification system. Any person
from anyplace in the world can easily verify the degrees of UET students by using an interface
provided by UET Lahore.

Index Terms—Blockchain Technology; HyperLedger Fabric; Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA-3); Degree Verification; Digital Signature

INTRODUCTION
During the year 2014-2015, approximately 1.2 Million students were enrolled in
different universities of Pakistan [1]. University of Engineering and Technology (UET) Lahore
produces more than 11000 graduates per year, management and verification of the degrees in
such a large number is quite a big challenge [2]. The issue of fake degrees is another big
problem in Elections, especially in the case of politicians and candidate scrutiny [3].
Verification of academic documents of candidates is a big challenge that is faced by Election
commission. Due to the absence of a proper verification mechanism, fake degrees are not
identified due to which elected and serving Member of Parliament continue their service for a
couple of years until they are exposed. In this respect, few court cases are listed below.
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Court Cases:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The AXACT Scandal[4]
Samina PIA flight attendant fake degree issue Case[5]
Murad Saeed Case of fake degree[6]
MPA Sardar Muhammad Khan Jatoi disqualified for due to fake degree[7]
IIUI president’s son case[8]
The degree of Dewan Ashiq Hussain Bukhari was proved as a fake, he was elected from
NA-153, Jalalpur [9]
MNA Ghulam Sarwar Khan’s fake degree case[10]

On the context of the cases cited above, the significance of a proper and transparent
verification system for degrees could not be denied. The authenticity of document is important
for the issuing authority as well as for the document holder. In this digital information era, there
are many tools available for tempering the original documents; this could be troublesome for
the document owner, issuing authority and the hiring authority. It is also becoming more
challenging for the employers to verify the authenticity of its candidate documents, especially
the academic records. In the following parts, first of all issues faced by the stakeholders in
degrees verification and validation will be discussed, then our proposed model will be
described in detail.

WHY EXISTING SYSTEM IS PROBLEMATIC?
Lack of verification mechanism
A person with tempered documents applies for the job and gets hired; the HR officer
doesn’t have a proper mechanism to verify the originality of submitted document’s [11].
The judgment of originality of the hard form of the degree is very difficult especially
authenticity of signatures. Currently, employers have to send an official letter to the institutions
to validate the status of the testimonials [12]; it becomes worse if the candidate has completed
multiple academic degrees from different institutions.

Loop holes in existing system
In the current practice, hard form of testimonials is issued to students by their respective
institutes, which could be scanned, copied, tempered and above all vulnerable to misuse. Since
most of the institutions are using MIS to manage students' academic records, but still need to
issue the degrees in hard format, which is problematic for institutions in case of verification.
It becomes more hectic for the institutions to issue the duplicate degree if required by 50 years
old alumni for example. It is also very difficult for the institutions to verify the originality of
the documents (requested by the employer) by comparing the content with the original one; it
is a very time-consuming activity [13]. Similarly, this is very concerned for the document
holder, if some fake person misuses his degree.
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International needs and problems
There are too many local and international organizations in Pakistan, which offer
scholarships to bright students; verification of the applicant’s document becomes tedious. A
system for document scrutiny is their requirement. Higher Education Commission has
developed a portal for degree attestation named Degree Attestation System (DAS) [14], a
terminal of DAS is issued to every degree-awarding institution, through which they put the
information of every student, which is again very hectic for the institutes. In the proposed
model, this issue is also addressed. Again international employers also face problems regarding
verification of the applicant’s degree in the absence of a proper degree verification system.
Keeping the above problems into our considerations, a comprehensive solution is
proposed for the degree verification system. The solution is based on blockchain technology,
and it is new of its kind in providing a solution for the Degree verification system in Pakistan.
In our proposed model, we have focused the academic management system of UET Lahore.
This solution could also be applied to other institutions as well.

RESEARCH GAP
After critical review of the past literature related to the documents verification, it is
revealed that the methodology lacks concreteness and therefore needs further improvements
in almost all previous studies. Even in few papers life cycle of the system is not clearly
defined. In few papers only techniques are discussed but the model lacks completeness, while
in others proper protocols and techniques are not discussed. In the current paper, the concrete
steps of the whole life cycle of the system are discussed in detail along with the comparative
analysis of several techniques. Most of the existing verification systems deploy the public
blockchain for document verification however in the proposed model private/permission
blockchain, along with multi-signing is deployed to validate the transaction.

CORE TECHNOLOGIES FOR PROPOSED SYSTEM
Hashing Algorithm, Digital Signature, Multi Signatures, Blockchain

Hash Algorithms
A hash algorithm converts an input variable into an encrypted data; the only machine
can understand this encrypted string known as a hash of fixed length. As a consequence, this
hash frames a special ID. There are several hash algorithms, which results in a hash yield,
containing a specific number of digits, based on the type of algorithm. Contributing the same
information into the hash generator results in the same hash stream. In any case, even minor
change in information as an input results in a totally different unique hash [18].
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Figure 1: Hash Generation
In Figure 1, it can be seen that even a slight modification in the input generates a
dissimilar hash. Thus, this property of a hash algorithm can be used to identify the tempering
or modification in the information, and can be utilized in a blockchain system for validation
purposes. Different Hash algorithms are used for information encryption and decryption such
as MD5, SHA family (SHA-0, 1, 2 and 3), etc.

MD5 Algorithm:
Ron Rivest at MIT has created this algorithm. It stands out amongst the most widely
known encrypting algorithms [20], [21]. It has been used for a long time and still broadly being
used. However, in spite of broad susceptibilities in this algorithm, it is still being intended to
be employed as a cryptographic calculation. It is realized that the protected hashing calculation
can’t permit impacts, and in MD5 it’s genuinely simple to be controlled, a report by infusing
a harmful code while as yet getting a similar hash and it is compromised very easily. Currently,
Google is the best tool for breaking MD5 hashes. Furthermore, Software Engineering InstituteCarnegie Mellon University considers that this hashing algorithm is not suitable and cannot be
utilized further, because it can be easily broken.

SHA-FAMILY
National Security Agency of the US had designed family of Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA). It has the following generations:

SHA-0:
In 1993, Secure Hash Algorithm, SHA-0 was published. The attacks on this hash
algorithm technique shows that it cannot be suitable for further use [22].

SHA-1:
In 1995, SHA-1 was published. This hash algorithm produces 160 bits long hash value
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against the arbitrary length of the input message. For security reasons and sensitive information
protection, this algorithm is not considered for use [22]. Google, Mozilla and Microsoft had
been stopped accepting SSL certificates of SHA-1 since 2017, after a number of successful
attacks during 2005 to 2010.

SHA-2:
This family is considered safe because it has different functions named as SHA-224,
SHA-512, SHA-256, SHA-224, and SHA-384. National Institute of Standard and Technology
declared that three functions (i.e., SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512) of family SHA-2 be
termed as SHA-2 after the comparison and testing the security with the security of AES and
the complexity of security attacking these functions was 2128 ,2192 and 2256 respectively [23].
The essential hash capacities are the SHA-2 family, which share the equivalent useful structure
with some variety in the inward activities, size of the message, size of a block, word estimate,
security bits, and message hash estimate [24], as given in Table 1.
Table1. Comparison of Hashing Algorithms
Algorithm Name
Input size
Size of Block
Word
Size of Message digest
Security Bits

SHA-1
<264
512
32
160
80

SHA-256
<264
512
32
256
128

SHA-512
<2128
1024
64
512
256

The underneath line, SHA-2 is considered more safe and complicated. However, it
gives the structure and mathematical operations like its precursor (SHA-1), so it seems that it
will be more compromising in the near future. We say that the new possibility in the future is
SHA-3.

SHA-3:
Keccak-384 is named as SHA-3 hash algorithm. Network Information Security and
Technology (NIST) released this Algorithm on August 05, 2005 [25]. SHA-3 is designed by
Guido Bertoni, Joan Daemen, Michae¨l Peeters, and Gilles Van Assche. This algorithm is
based on Sponge Function which absorbs the data into the sponge and squeezed the arbitrary
length of the output. IOTA node JS library is used in this function. Sponge Construction has
three components: A basic function which has a string of fixed length and it is symbolically
represented by f, a rate parameter f and a pad principle pad.

Public/Private Keys
In the symmetric key cryptographic algorithm, both data encryption and decryption
use the same key but in asymmetric cryptography dissimilar keys are deployed. A public-key
cryptographic method is used in the form of private key generation for personal use while the
public key is used for general purpose.
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Digital Signature
The digital signature is based on two types of systems named as private-key and publickey. Digital signature based on public-key has more benefits over a private-key. The RSA
(Rivest, Shamir, and Aldeman, RSA Public Key Encryption Scheme’s inventor) and digital
signature algorithm (DSA) are the most common and popular approaches that are used for
public-key. Digital Signature Standard (DSS), are published by NIST. DSS was analyzed in
1991, modified in 1993 with minor changes and then evolved in 1996 in the current version
with major changes.

RSA Approach
A commonly used plan for digital signature is RSA that is used to sign private key
documents. The signed document sent to the recipient. In order to verify digitally signed data,
through the public key, the recipients create a new validation key from their verified document,
and compare the encrypted value of the original document with the encrypted value of the
requested document. The authentication and validation of this document are dependent on the
value of the generated result [26] as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: RSA Approach

DSS Approach
In DSS, the signing process is based on the Digital Signature Algorithm. DSA too
deploys hash algorithm to encrypt the content; it is then used as an input as the first parameter,
a random number as the second parameter is a signature method, a Global Element (G) as the
third parameter with private key of the sender which produces two elements ‘r’ and ‘s’. In the
end, the authentication function uses the signature, hashes of the document H (De), public key
(Pux) as well as the main global element (G) and creates a Hash value. A match between the
generated hash values and the signature (r) indicates the originality of the signature. The
signature function assures the recipient that only the sender could produce a valid signature
with the knowledge of the private key (Prx). This is difficult for the DSA scheme to compute
discrete algorithms. DSA provides signature function only while RSA can further deliver
encryption and key interchange. Signing Verification using RSA is almost 100 times quicker
than DSA. DSA Scheme’s signature is a bit sharp. The main digital signature plan is working
for many mass works such as many parties (group digital signatures), signed by signature
organizational, and separately signed by two or more signatures protocol for the contract
agreement, separated by wide distance [26] as shown in Figure 3
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Figure 3: DSS Approach

Multi-Signatures
It is a digital signature plan, where multiple users can sign a single document.
Generally, multi-signature creates a joint signature, the impact is more than the submission of
individual signatures of all the users. Multi-signature (often called multisigning) is a type of
technology used to add additional security for crypto-currency transactions. Multi-signature
addresses require that the transaction must be signed before the users are broadcasted on the
blockchain.

Blockchain
The concept of Blockchain should not merge with other database technology or big
data. Blockchain is the solution for the trustworthiness, mutual consensus, and distributive
environment, and immutability, single point of failure, information security and transparency.
Blockchain innovation has opened new horizon of usage that empower exquisite information
partaking in authoritative points of confinement where all associations can oversee themselves
and deal with the joined information by and large. Blockchain is especially appealing for
applications that require multi-party compromise, solid intermediates, and propelled
straightforwardness, strength, and honesty. Blockchain application is not restricted to digital
currencies like bitcoin [27]; Ethereum [28] and one coin (these all system of network of digital
currency are running in public permission-less environment), and now its application is going
to be vast in the enterprise application. For recording transactions blockchain is an immutable
ledger, inside a distributed network, nodes are interconnected. Every node has a copy of a
record. Nodes implement a consensus protocol for transaction validation. This procedure
creates a ledger through the transaction set, as required for stability. Blockchain has three
types, public, consortium and private. While blockchain are currently popular in public
permissions with [28], [29] Ethereum [29] and other crypto-currencies, [29] enterprise
blockchain applications are emerging, and can be deployed on production scale soon.
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Hyperledger Fabric
The Hyperledger fabric is a private block. It is a platform that is highly modular and
capable, to provide confidentiality, reliability, and sustainability for enterprise blocks. In the
mid-2017, with the production of fabric production-grade, real-world blockchain applications
are built by enterprises using fabric. Hyperledger Fabric [30] Private (Permission) Blocks
Technology is implemented, which is largely based on the promotion of bleach applications
for the industry. Therefore, it is a built-in module, that allows components, such as consent
and membership services, plug-ins and games. It is called “Chain code” which takes the Smart
Contract System Technology (Docker) that contains system logic c. It is open-source
distributed ledger software that is built and maintained by the Hyperledger community with
mutual cooperation, which aims to promote cross-border blockchain technology [30].

Proposed Model
We have proposed a comprehensive solution for the degree verification system. The
solution is based on blockchain technology (Hyperledger fabric), and it is new of its kind in
providing a solution for the Degree verification system in Pakistan. In our proposed solution,
we have deployed our model on the academic management system of UET Lahore. This
solution could be applied to other institutions as well.
In the proposed model, once the student is enrolled in the specific department of the
university, the record of the student is created automatically in blockchain in the form of a
“block”. On successful completion of the semester, the result of the student is updated in the
blockchain, and after completion of all the semesters, the system checks the status of all
subjects of the particular degree, if status of all subjects is successfully passed, then the system
generates notification to particular department’s head to start the process of issuance of a
degree. The department digitally signs the degree, and issue to other nodes (specified
department), either for verification of the degree or for their digital signatures. For multi
signing, we used a G-DSA signature protocol, which uses a DSS approach to sign the degree
digitally, and (t, n) - threshold signature scheme (t-out-of-n) has signing power to the n persons.
In a threshold signature plan, any group of at least t persons can sign, but not less than t, so in
our case, we authorize signing power to all degree relevant departments of UET, admin
department, and KICS department (verifier). In threshold signature group of three departments
must sign the degree (admin, KICS and the concerned department). In protocol round, where
each department receives an input, performs a few levels, and then passes into the output of
that account. Three departments are d1, d2, d3. That is, d2 get the inputs from the previous
department d1 (in our case it must be the concerned department), run the algorithm, and move
to the next department along with the message.
In the threshold signature scheme (TSS), although all the nodes have the same
importance regarding security implementation, the first and last nodes are not similar to central
nodes in terms of functionality. The role of the first department is to generate the degree, add
a digital signature and to pass the content to the next department (d2).
In this model, each department has to play a role in accordance with the TSS.
According to the TSS department, an individual has to take responsibility in such a manner
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that it could be different for every new issuance of the document, so the department’s roles
are not considered stabilized in any way. There are seven rounds of the G-DSA protocol for
our case.
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Consequently, the security point does not matter exactly how departments are counted
and how the departments are given the role. At the end of the protocol, every department
becomes a verifier for other departments. If this validation fails, they will have to confirm these
proofs. The departments invited the distributed decryption protocol for the D in comparison to
the cipher text [9]. Assume s = D(µ) modq Departments as sign for production (r,s)M as shown
in Figure 4.
After first step, we create the hash of the degree (H (De)) using SHA-3, in this De is the
degree to be hashed, and l is its length in bits where l < 2⁶⁴. In the first step, we create the padded
degree De’ that is then parsed into N blocks. The hash is produced by processing each block Deⁱ
of De’ in order. We create a message schedule Wⁱ. After the shuffling, all input blocks from Wⁱ
have been used to form a final hash H (De). The output of first step r, s along with H(De) is
saved in Hyperledger fabric after the consensus process. The degree can now be distributed
through email or by other means to student or anyone since it is like the other files. The 2nd
Step constitutes the Verification process. We will provide interface, which is accessible to
everyone. Anyone can upload the degree and verify it. For verification purpose, we create the
hash of uploaded document H (De) and then check the validity of degree by comparing the
hash stored in blockchain and the hash of uploaded degree. If they are not same then it can be
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assumed that the degree may have been changed or the degree was sent by an impostor as
shown in Figure 5.

Figure4. Degree issuance process
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Figure 5: Degree Verification Process

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a model is proposed for degree issuance and verification using
blockchain technology and multi-signing algorithm that is primarily deployed for UET. This
model will reduce the incidence of tempering, secures the validity of degrees and saves time
and cost of degree verification. All information provided through our system is valid and
immutable due to use of private blockchain for saving information. In the future, we will
implement this model by taking other universities and institutions onboard.
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Abstract
Uterine Carcinosarcoma is the most common and aggressive disease in women.
Great efforts have been undertaken in search of treatment for Uterine Carcinosarcoma.
Mutations in TP53 gene are associated with progression and development of Uterine
Carcinosarcoma. In this study genetic alterations of TP53 in uterine carcinosarcoma cases
were identified using cbioportal plate form (http://www.cbioportal.org/). Outcome of our
study showed 91% mutation of TP53 in uterine carcinosarcoma. Co-expression analysis
showed that MPDU1 gene expression is positively correlated with expression of TP53 gene
(p=4.287e-6, q=0.0643). Network view analysis revealed TP53 to be closely associated with
RB1. It is concluded that TP53 could be effective target for uterine carcinosarcoma therapy
and drug designing.

Keywords: TP53, Uterine Carcinosarcoma, Insilco, Mutations, Oncoprint

INTRODUCTION
Uterine Carcinosarcomas is the most frequent disorder of uterus and the probability of
UCS is 1-2% among all malignancies of the uterine corpus [1] There are two components in
uterine carcinosarcoma i.e., sarcoma and carcinoma. Main indicator of UCS is carcinoma
component while sarcoma component also had major role in the survival and treatment
events [1],[2]. The existence of malignant epithelial and mesenchymal components is the
major cause of this cancer. These components can disturb female reproductive system
especially reproductive tract and are responsible for clinical problem and its incidence is not
very high [3]. The probability of overall survival for 5 years in individuals with uterine
corpus cancer has been reported to be 84% while its range is 31% for individuals with uterine
carcinosarcoma [4],[5]. Uterine Carcinosarcoma has been reported to mostly occur in older
woman approximately 50-70 years old women [6]. Studies have shown that the rate of
occurrence of uterine carcinosarcoma in black woman is more as compared to other
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races/ethnicities [6],[7]. Epidemiological studies show that tamoxifen and pelvic radiations
can cause uterine carcinosarcoma [8]-[10]. Uterine carcinosarcoma is highly associated with
worst survival outcomes and is present with metastatic disease particularly in lymph nodes as
compared to another high-grade endometrial carcinoma or uterine sarcoma [11]-[13].
The goal of this study is to identify genetic alterations of TP53 expression in uterine
carcinosarcoma, generate its network for network level therapy and determine amplification
of this gene for the better treatment of uterine carcinosarcoma. We can also identify different
target for multi- targeted cancer therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Following methodology was adopted to identify genetic alterations of TP53 in Uterine
Carcinosarcoma.
Selection of Gene:
TP53 a highly mutated gene involved in Uterine carcinosarcoma was selected through
literature review. Confirmation was made by checking the involvement of these genes in
uterine carcinosarcoma through cbioportal (http://www.cbioportal.org/).
Oncoprint Analysis of TP53:
Oncoprint analysis of TP53 in uterine carcinosarcoma was performed using cancer
bioportal (http://www.cbioportal.org/). Filters for oncoprint analysis were used by selecting
TCGA or ICGA from search menu and selecting of uterine carcinosarcoma from list of
cancers. Oncoprint of TP53 were downloaded in .svg format.
Mutation Analysis of TP53:
Mutation Analysis was also performed by using cbioportal. After oncoprint, mutation
graphs of TP53 were downloaded from the portal. Mutation information includes percentage
of somatic mutation frequency, number of exons, types of mutations, allelic frequency,
domains and motifs in gene of interest and amino acids in gene of interest. Mutation graph
were downloaded in .svg format.
Network Analysis of TP53:
Network analysis was performed using cbioportal, network consist of nodes
representing the genes and edges represent interaction between TP53. Network topology,
drug interaction and functions of each gene is also given. In addition, network also shows
percentage of mutations of every node in uterine carcinosarcoma.
Statistical Analysis:
Statistical analysis was done using Spearman and Pearson correlation test for genes co
expression. Spearman correlation coefficient and Pearson correlation coefficient along with
associated p-value, q-value and cytoband value for co expression between gene of interest
and its correlated genes were obtained.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For identification of genetic alteration of TP53 in uterine carcinosarcoma, cbioportal
was used to generate following results.
Oncoprint of TP53:
Figure 1 shows Oncoprint of TP53 with 91% genetic alterations including missense
mutation, truncating mutation and amplification. This result suggested that TP53 is actively
involved in progression of Uterine Carcinosarcoma.

Figure 1: Oncoprint of TP53 in Uterine Carcinosarcoma
Mutation Graph of TP53:
Figure 2 shows the Mutation graph of TP53 gene having 393 amino acids, 11 exons
and three domains: P53 transactivation motif (6 - 29), P53 DNA binding domain (95-288)
and P53 tetramerization motif (318 - 358). Somatic mutation frequency is 91.1% which show
high genetic alterations of TP53 in uterine carcinosarcoma. Mutation analysis show 43
missense mutations and 13 truncating mutations of TP53 in target disease.7 missense
mutations were R248Q/W observed in P53 DNA binding domains. Only one truncating
mutation was observed at P53 tetramerization motif between amino acid no 318 and 358 i.e.
E349*.

Figure 2: Graphical representation of TP53 mutations in uterine carcinosarcoma
Network View of TP53:
Figure 3 of Network view shows that TP53 has close association with RB1 which has
26.7% genetic alterations in uterine carcinosarcoma. TP53 was found to have no close
association with SNAI2 (genetic alteration 31.2%). In Network view nodes with thicker
border are called seed gene while nodes with thin border are called linker genes. Arrow
shows interaction between different genes. PPP2CB has close association with TP53 and its
genetic alterations is 32.1%.
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Figure 3: Network View of TP53 in uterine carcinosarcoma
Co-expression analysis:
Co-expression analysis of target genes was based on Spearman and Pearson
correlation test. Spearman correlation coefficients between TP53 and MPDU1 was 0.57
(p=4.287 x 10-6, q=0.0643) while Pearson correlation coefficient between TP53 and MPDU1
were 0.53(p=4.287 x 10-6, q=0.0643). For alterations of TP53 in uterine carcinosarcoma,
mRNA overexpression was also observed with z-score +2 and p<0.05. Our analysis also
showed that target gene TP53 were altered in 91% sample (51 patients). Co-expression
analysis also show positively and negatively correlated gene with TP53.
Table 1: Top 10 Correlated Gene with TP53 and its co-expression analysis
Sr. Correlated
No
gene
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

MPDU1
FNBP1
TRAPPC1
RNASEK
RNF167
EIF4A1
ELAC2
NUP88
ARPC5L
DRG2

Spearman
Cytoband correlation
coefficient
17p13.1
0.57
9q34.11
0.56
17p13.1
0.53
17p13.1
0.52
17p13.2
0.51
17p13.1
0.51
17p12
0.51
17p13.2
0.51
9q33.3
0.51
17p11.2
0.50
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Pearson
correlation
coefficient
0.53
0.44
0.56
0.42
0.43
0.56
0.53
0.53
0.25
0.51

p-value
4.287 x 10-6
6.471 x 10-6
3.052 x 10-5
3.963 x 10-5
4.969 x 10-5
5.416 x 10-5
5.578 x 10-5
5.932 x 10-5
6.406 x 10-5
8.721 x 10-5

q-value
0.0643
0.0643
0.138
0.138
0.138
0.138
0.138
0.138
0.138
0.138
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Table 1 represents co-expression analysis of TP53 with its correlated genes in terms
of correlation. From co-expression analysis we observed that all listed genes are positively
correlated and actively involved in progression and development of uterine carcinosarcoma.
Recently, p53 has been considered as an attractive target for cancer therapy [14]. In
our work we have generated network analysis of TP53 to identify its neighbor genes.
Network view showed that TP53, PTEN, RB1 and CDK1 are actively involved in the
progression of uterine carcinosarcoma because these genes are most closely linked in a
network (Figure 3). Based on our observations, it is suggested that TP53 is attractive target
for uterine carcinosarcoma therapy and developing effective treatment agents.

CONCLUSION
In the current study, CBI was used to identify genetic alteration of TP53 in uterine
carcinosarcoma. From this work, it is concluded that the selected gene could be used for drug
designing against uterine carcinosarcoma.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Further experimental validation is required to determine the efficacy and adequacy of
our study. In future, this work could be helpful for scientist, researchers and doctors for the
treatment of uterine carcinosarcoma. This study is also helpful in drug designing against
uterine carcinosarcoma.
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Abstract
The amount of data has increased over internet media at rapid pace due to the
advances in communication technologies and incessant increase in smart phone users. Social
media services have also played a significant role in generation of massive user data in
recent past. Twitter is one of the most commonly used social media platform to share
information through small amount of text termed as tweets. Accordingly, there has been a
recent trend of knowledge discovery through such data streams generated at rapid pace.
Researchers have targeted event detection from Twitter data streams like traffic hazards
detection, hurricane detection and crimes event detection. In this research study, recent
approaches of event detection from Twitterdata streams are studied. A review of these
techniques in terms of event detection methods, geo-location detection and visualization
ability is presented. A critical review of these approaches with future research guidelines is
also presented.
Keywords: Twitter, Event Detection, Classification, Data Streams, Visualization

INTRODUCTION
The usage of automated system, enhancement in communication technology and
development of robust data storage repositories has resulted in generation of data in large
volume [1]. The data is exploited for knowledge discovery and division making at highlevels. Many knowledge extraction techniques have been proposed by different researchers
which help the decision makers to study the insights of data[2]. Data warehouses are used to
store large volume data in aggregate form to enable the multi-dimensional analysis.
Moreover, data mining techniques have been used in the past to extract and predict trends by
researchers [3]-[5].
Data streams are a specific type of big data, in which real-time data is generated in
large volume. Streaming data is available in all social networks like Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram etc. at real time in big volume. For example, according to a study, only Twitter
generates 500 Million Tweets per day [6]. Analysis of these data streams is gaining
popularity these days. Apart from the generic knowledge discovery studies, many researchers
in recent past have started mining the data stream to detect, classify, location and visualize
events. Twitter data stream being one of the major online social platform has been the target
of most of these approaches.
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In the recent proposed approaches for event mining from Twitter data streams,
researchers have either focused on mining specific category of events like traffic hazards,
hurricanes, floods, crimes events or generic event mining[7]-[10]. The majority of these
techniques target the tweet text in order to identify the events. Open source databases like
MongoDB and MySQL have remained the focus for researchers to store the data streams,
because most of the techniques are applied to thousands of tweets retrieved from Twitter
Streaming API[10], [11]. These techniques use classifications algorithms, localized languages
and places dictionaries along with bags of keywords in order to detect events. Some
approaches also incorporate the ability to geo-locate the event without using the GPS
coordinates available with the tweet, since only 1% tweets have geo-location available [6],
[8], [10], [12]-[15]. Aside from this, the visualization ability has also been integrated in most
of the approaches which enhance the user's analytical ability through a graphical interface
[6]-[12], [14]-[15].
In this study, some recent research studies regarding detection of events from the
large volume Twitter data stream are reviewed. These approaches have been studied in terms
of event detection methods, location detection ability, storage capacity and visualization
ability. At the end, a critical analysis of these approaches has been presented.
The rest of this paper is divided as follows. Section 2 represents a literature review of
the techniques studied under this research. Section 3 presents a summary of the techniques,
whereas in Section 4, an evaluation and future guidelines for researchers is presented. The
last section provides conclusion of this research study.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature review is divided into three categories namely Traffic Events Detection,
Disaster Events Detection and Generic Events Detection.
Traffic Events Detection
Wanichayapong, et al. [8] developed an algorithm for mining traffic related events
through Twitter data streams. The technique extracts traffic information from Twitter data
streams and aims to classify this information into different categories. These categories
include “point” and “link”. Point is considered to be a single place at which a traffic incident
has occurred, whereas link refers to a path (with a start and end point) at which the incident
as occurred. At the start of the process, the collected tweets are processed through a
dictionary which has four modules including place, verb, ban and preposition. The words
from tweet text are tokenized using this dictionary in combination with LextoTokenizer.
Afterwards, the tweet is passed through a set of rules to determine whether the tweet is a
traffic incident. The classification of the incident as a point or link is done by utilizing the
dictionary. The place dictionary is used to determine the geo-location of the tweet. The
approach provides 77% accuracy for the detection of Point category and 93% accuracy for
the detection of link category of events. Although the results are promising, however the
approach is only applicable to the Thai Language tweets due to dependency on the
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LextoTokenizer. Moreover, the geo-location detection also works only for Thailand area due
to localized places dictionary, so it is not generalize-able.
Another traffic events detection system was proposed by RibeiroJr, et al. [7]. The
authors targeted the identification of traffic events, geo-coding the events and provision of a
web system to display the events in real time. The system starts with preprocessing of tweets
which involves the removal of tweet if it belongs to another city instead of the city in
consideration. The second step identifies if a tweet is a traffic-related, which matches the
word with a static list. Afterwards the tweets are categorized into two categories. Condition
category refers to the status at a given location, whereas Event category defines a traffic
incident. The last step involves identification of the location of the tweet by utilizing a subset
of places from a gazetteer. The visualization component is provided using kernel density
map. The approach is tested with a dataset collected from specific users who specialize in
traffic information. Since ordinary users are not included in the experiment, the application of
approach in real time scenario is not known. Moreover, the identification of traffic related
tweet depends upon a static list, which doesn’t seem to be sufficient enough.
In order to mine road hazards using Twitter data stream Kumar, et al. [14] presented
another approach. The authors targeted the detection of road hazards and their respective geolocations. As the first step of the process, the Twitter streaming API is called by providing
specific queries with traffic incident related static list of keywords. Afterwards the geolocation of the tweet is retrieved from the Meta information associated with the tweet. The
tweets which miss such information are discarded. Afterwards, a sentiment analysis is
performed using Naïve Bayes, KNN and Dynamic LM Machine learning classifiers to
identify the negative or positive hazards. The approach is tested upon 31,000 tweets; however
it discards the majority of tweets due to the fact that only 1% of the tweets have geo-location.
Moreover, the discussion on categorization of negative or positive hazard is missing.
Alhumoud [6] worked out on traffic related incidents detection using Twitter data
stream in Riyadh City of KSA. The approach presented by the authors consists of three major
components including data acquisition, analysis and reverse geo-tagging. The author stored
tweets in AsterixDB which allows duplication removal and stands better for stream
processing according to different studies. A list of keywords is used to retrieve relevant
tweets, which are then processed for tokenization purposes. Afterwards a sentiment analysis
is done to calculate the hazard index. A Road Dictionary is used to identify the location of
tweets. The visualization capability is provided which shows number of incidents and
sentiments at different times in the city through different graphs. The approach is not
generalize-able, as it depends heavily on localized geo-tagging ability. Moreover, a possible
future work can be done by comparing the performance of AsterixDB with other similar
database engines.
Disasters Event Detection
Another approach on event detection from Twitter data streams was presented by Li,
et al. [10]. The authors aimed at detection of events, importance calculation and analysis of
spatial and temporal pattern of the events. The authors targeted crime and disaster related
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events (CDE) only. In the first step of the process, the tweets are gathered and passed through
a classifier, which detects if the tweet is CDE related or not. The second step involves
implementation of a Meta information extractor, which extracts Meta information from
tweets. The extracted information along with original tweet is saved in a database for further
analysis. The database can be queried by providing spatial range, a temporal period and a set
of keywords to retrieve related tweets which are then sent to the visualization component for
a graphics display. The authors also provide a mechanism to geo-code the tweet by analyzing
the tweet text and historical information of the user and his/her friends. The importance of a
tweet is measured by content features like usage of important words and inclusion of a link or
hash tag in the tweet text etc. It also involves user features which compare the usage of words
and hash tags similar to the other retrieved tweets. The approach seems promising but only
works for CDE related events.
Rodavia, et al. [13] worked on identification of flood vulnerable areas using Twitter
data streams. The proposed method uses association rule mining with different steps like data
collection, cleaning, training data preparation, and calculation of association between words
and usage of results to identify vulnerabilities. The data collected from Twitter is cleaned by
removing html and document tags. Training data is prepared by utilizing language modeling,
which further serves as basis for data association. Association Rule Mining (ARM) is then
applied on tweets to generate rules where the words with an @ or # sign are used to mine the
rules. Results are published over a Google Map component to show the flooding areas. The
approach seems to focus on tweeter language to detect the location which needs a more
robust method.
Stowe, et al. [9] applied machine leaning techniques on Twitter data streams to
identify the hurricane related tweets and to classify the evacuation behaviors during such
events. The proposed method removes features with negligible contributions using SVM
(Support Vector Machines) and Linguistic Features. The authors have developed an
Annotation tool to explore the hurricane events and the user behavior for evacuation
purposes.
Generic Event Detection
Weng and Lee [16] worked for events detection in Twitter data streams. The authors
proposed an approach termed as EDCoW (Event Detection with Clustering of Wavelet-bases
signals). In this approach signals are created against all words in the tweet text using wavelet
analysis. During the process, the trivial words are filtered out by looking into the
corresponding signal auto-correlations. Modularity based graph partitioning is used with
clustering signals to detect events. The authors separate the smaller events from the list of
events, by considering the number of words and the correlation between the words in the
tweet. The approach is tested with tweets generated from top 1000 Singapore based Twitter
users. The results are compared with a topic modeling technique called as Latent Drichlet
Allocation (LDA) and appear to provide more significant results. However, the approach
treats each word separately which can result in low performance in cases where multiple
words can identify an event.
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In a different approach, Weiler, et al. [15] designed a framework to identify and track
events in Twitter data streams. The authors used shifts in the Inverse Document Frequency
(IDF) to identify the trending terms in the stream. The framework also included the tracking
of evolution of a topic and context of tweets. As the first step of the process, the tweets are
tokenized using Speech Tagger. Afterwards IDF is applied to extract the trending topics
along with the evolution of relevant terms. The framework uses XML based database to store
and retrieve the events. Although it is possible to query the XML database using XQuery, the
approach performs slowly keeping in view the incoming fast flow of data streams. Moreover,
the approach is unable to identify the location of the event.
In a different approach, Ying, et al. [12] focused on inferring the geo-location of an
event from Twitter data stream. The approach focuses on tweeter’s geo coordinates, tweet
text contents and geographical knowledge into an algorithm which infers the event location.
Although the authors are able to trace the geo-location for majority of the events in the
dataset, the approach was only tested on a dataset containing 100 records. It is not evident, as
if the said technique will perform with similar accuracy for a large dataset where a variety of
training data is available.
Martinez [17] proposed an approach to extract events from data streams and classified
them into different categories. Apart from the classification of events, the authors focused on
extraction of event components like actors, locations and targeted audience. Author also
targeted co-referencing of events over multiple information sources. For classification
purposes, the author has used Naïve Bayes and local matching methods. For component
classification, the contextual features are utilized whereas for co-referencing, author has
proposed to use a stream clustering mechanism, with a similarity metric called
“eventiveness”. Although, according to the author, the results are promising, not much detail
is available for the data size, working of methodology and the results.
Zhang, et al. [11] worked on identification of hot words that change over time in data
streams. The authors also focused on predicting the popularity of events. The authors have
termed their framework as GAPES (General Analysis and Prediction of Event Popularity on
Streaming Data). The authors treat a word as hot word using three characteristics including
importance in terms of TF-IDF, correlation degree in terms of pairwise words mutual
information and length of word for completeness. Event popularity prediction is done by
using probabilistic model which combines four probability distributions. Although the
experimental results appear to be interesting, the methodology is not tested on streaming data,
but on search engine like Baidu and Weibo data APIs.
Another event detection methodology was proposed by Ali, et al. [18] where they
defined two categories of events. New Event category defines an event where something
unexpected happened which didn’t occur before, whereas the Retrospective Event category
defines a historically un-identified event. The proposed system comprises several steps. First
step is used to collect data from the Twitter data stream by using Clojure, a java-based
package. The collected data is stored in a NoSQL database called MongoDB. The next step
pre-processes the data stream by applying text preprocessing techniques. Probabilistic
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Algorithms are used in the next step to predict events. Afterwards the events are classified
into different categories for decision making process. A visualization component is also
provided to graphically represent the detected events. The approach was tested on historical
Twitter data to detect different events and predict events for future. It will be interesting to
see the effectiveness of the approach on streaming data in real time environment.

Interpretation of Datasets and Performance Evaluation Parameters
In this section, a review of datasets used in the previous approaches is presented.
Moreover, a brief review of performance evaluation measures used for event classification is
also presented:
In the approach developed by Wanichayapong, et al. [8], around 3000 tweets were
collected by using Twitter Search API against some specific keywords. Tokenization of the
text is achieved by using LextoTokenizer and some dictionaries (places, verbs, ban and
prepositions). A localized database is used to add geo-location with the tweets. Tweets are
classified into links and point categories using this information and different measures like
Precision, Accuracy, and recall are obtained to evaluate the classification process.
Weng and Lee [16] extracted 4,331,937 tweets for their research work from Twitter
Streaming API. An algorithm called EDCoW (Event Detection with Clustering of WaveletBased Signals) is used for event detection along with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
algorithm for comparison purposes.
RibeiroJr, et al. [7] gathered 8868 tweets from Twitter profiles over a period of 3
months. Events are identified by comparing words with a manual list of keywords. Location
detection in the tweets is done by a place dictionary called as GEODICT which is developed
by using Gazetteer.
Li, et al. [10] collected 100,000 tweets using Twitter API. A customized algorithm is
created with 80% accuracy of CDE specific event detection. User’s location is traced by
another customized approach involving user’s friend’s network with 65% accuracy. A
ranking model is also created by involving content, user and usage features. A regression
model is obtained to estimate the importance of tweets based upon these features.
Kumar, et al. [14] used Twitter Streaming API to extracted hazard related events. The
extracted data set contains 30,876 tweets. The classification of events is done by using KNN,
Naïve Bayes and Dynamic Language Model. Different measures like Precision, Recall and
Accuracy are used to evaluate the classification algorithm performance.
Weiler, et al. [15] used Twitter Live Streaming API to collect 916,948 tweets for their
research work. IDF is used for event classification in this technique. Moreover, the authors
enabled event progress tracking using IDF value over time.
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Alhumoud [6] collected 1,184,856 tweets for her research work. Traffic events from
these tweets are detected by using a rule-based classifier. Precision measure was adapted to
check the performance of classified. Reverse Geo Tagging Scheme (RGS) is used for geo
location detection. Author has done sentiment analysis to further categorize the traffic
incidents into more categories by utilizing a Find Hazard Algorithm.
Ying, et al. [12] prepared a dataset of 100,000 tweets. Geo location in this research
work is tracked by SpaCy tool which is an Industrial Strength Natural Language Processing
Tool. Naïve Bayes is used for classification purposes whereas accuracy measure is used to
evaluation the classification task.
Martinez [17] has not mentioned the data set used in his technique. However Naïve
Bayes and Local Matching Method are combined with Stream Mining Algorithm for
classification purposes. Event Component Classification is done by Syntactic and Semantic
Features. For events co-referencing, a stream clustering method is used with “eventiveness”
similarity metric.
Sixteen different datasets were obtained by Zhang, et al. [11] in their research using
Baidu and Weibo Data APIs. The largest dataset has a size of 76 million records. Events
popularity analysis is done using GAPES and TF-IDF. Authors collected this data from
search engines instead of live streams. However, authors claim that the approach is equally
effective for live stream data as well.
Rodavia, et al. [13] collected 100,000 tweets during monsoon season in Philippines
using Twitter API. A java-based tool was used to gather these tweets involving geo graphical
information against each tweet. Authors have used MS Excel to remove noisy and dirty
tweets from the data set. Language Modeling was done using SRLIM (a language modeling
toolkit). Association Rule Mining was used to generate patterns which were further evaluated
using Confidence Measure.
Ali, et al. [18] collected tweets from public tweets and live streams through Twitter
API. Authors extracted 51 million tweets in their approach. Event classification is done by
using DeepLearning4J, a tool which is built upon machine learning and natural language
processing algorithms. Recall, Precision and F-Measures are obtained for comparison against
other approaches.
Stowe, et al. [9] collected data using Twitter Stream API. After the data was
available, Spatial Clustering was applied using Density Based Spatial Clustering (DBScan)
for noise removal and identification of most important locations. An annotation tool is
developed upon this data to determine individual response to an event. The tool involves
user’s timeline with a map having clusters of tweets. User classification is done by logic
regression, Support Vector Machines and Naïve Bayes algorithms. F1 Measure is used to
evaluate the performance of classification algorithms.
A brief summary of these techniques is presented in the next section.
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SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
In this section, a summary of the techniques studied during this research is presented.
Critical evaluation of these techniques is provided in the next section. A brief review of
previous researches is given in Table 1 along with a technological summary in Table 2.
Event Mining in Twitter has been one of the emerging recent topics in this research
field. Different approaches have targeted the identification of different categories of events
from Twitter data streams. There are some techniques which have targeted the detection of
Transport related events from the tweets, which include incident detection, road hazards
detection, and detection of point and path of a traffic hazard [6-8]. Some researchers have
targeted to discover Crime and Disaster Related Events termed as CDE[10]. There are some
other approaches which target events related to politics, flood etc. [11], [13]. Some
approaches target identification of generic events rather than detection of a specific category
of events. Conclusively, majority of the approaches target a specific category of events.
A tweet consists of 67 variables [19]. These variables include numeric, text and timestamped variables. A major variable is the tweet text itself, which comprises of 140
characters [19]. Almost all studies have targeted the tweet text for detection of an event in the
tweet rather than using Meta tags,. None of the studies has focused other Meta variables to
detect the events.
Since the processing of tweets takes place one by one, and due to streaming of tweets
in bulk, the storage mechanism used in these approaches will be interesting to investigate.
Almost all approaches have read Twitter Stream API to get thousands of tweets. The usage of
database for storage and retrieval purpose stands important in this regard. Few approaches
have used MySQL for storage of tweets [10]-[11]. There are some approaches which have
utilized NoSQL database called MongoDB to store the tweets [18]. Another approach used
XML based storage arguing that it be faster to respond using built-in XQuery features [15].
This approach stored around 1 Million Tweets in XML-based database. The largest storage in
the current study involves around 5 Million Tweets which were stored in MongoDB [18].
The major task reviewed is to detect an event using the tweet text. Researchers have
utilized different techniques in order to achieve this. Some authors have used dictionaries for
places, verbs, languages etc in order to correctly classify the texts [6],[8]. In cases, where a
specific category of events is detected, authors have utilized a list of keywords for matching
purposes [7],[10],[11],[14]. Moreover, machine learning classifiers are used by some of the
authors for classification purposes [13],[15],[17].
Since the location of an event plays an important role for the audience looking to join
such gatherings, visualization of events on a graphical interface can lead to a quick review for
decision making. Moreover, in a disaster kind of event like traffic hazard or a hurricane,
people would be interested in exact location of the incident to avoid going to that region. A
visualization component remains convenient in such situations. The visualization support in
the approaches includes usage of Scattered Plots, Kernel Density Map, Google Maps,
Evolution Graphs and Spider Plots [6-12],[14],[15].
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Table 1 – Summary of Techniques used in mining of Twitter data stream
S
No.
1

2

3

4

Title
Social-based
Traffic
Information
Extraction and
Classification [8]
Event
Detection
Twitter [16]

in

Traffic
Observatory: A
System
to
detect
and
locate
traffic
events
and
conditions
using Twitter [7]
TEDAS:
A
Twitter based
Event
Detection and
Analysis
System - [10]

5

Where Not to
Go? Detecting
Road Hazards
Using Twitter [14]

6

Event
Identification
and Tracking in
Social
Media
Streaming Data
-[15]

Objectives /
Types of Event Detection Location
Detection?
Achievements
Events
Method
Traffic
Event Traffic
Usage
of Yes
Detection
and related
LextoTokenizer
Classification into Events
and
Places,
point and link
Ban, Verb, and
categories from
Preposition
Twitter
Data
Dictionaries
Stream.
Event Detection Generic
EDCoW (Event No
using
EDCoW Events
Detection with
(Event Detection
Clustering of
with Clustering of
Wavelet-based
Wavelet-based
Signals)
Signals)
from
Twitter
Data
Stream
Traffic
related Traffic
Simple String Yes
incidents
related
matching with
detection,
geo- events
a list of traffic
coding
and
related
visualizationfrom
keywords
Twitter
Data
Streams.

Limitations
Approach
is
only
applicable to Thailand due
to
dependency
onLextoTokenizer
and
MoTgeo-location
detection.
The approach treats each
word separately which can
result in low performance
in cases where multiple
words can identify an
event.

Relies heavily on static
list of keywords related to
traffic incidents

Identification,
Analysis
and
Importance
Calculation
of
Events
from
Twitter
Data
Streams
Road
Hazards
Detection
from
Twitter
Data
Streams

Crime
and
Disaster
Related
Events
(CDE)

CDE Specific
Features
for
Classification

Yes

Detects only
types of events.

Traffic
Related
Events

String
Matching with
list
of
Keywords

Yes

Trending Terms
Detection,
Evolution
and
Context of Events
in Twitter Data
Streams

Generic
Events

Textual
Analysis using
IDF

Yes

It discards the majority of
tweets due to dependency
on tweet geo-location.
Moreover, the discussion
on
categorization
of
negative
or
positive
hazard is missing.
Due to file-based XML
database, the approach
performs slowly keeping
in view the incoming fast
flow of data streams.
Moreover, the approach is
unable to identify the
location of the event.
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Table 2 – Technological Summary of Techniques used in mining of twitter data stream
S.
No.
7

8

Title

Objectives
Achievements

/ Types of
Events

Twitter Analysis for Transport Events
Intelligent
Detection,
Geo
Transportation - [6]
Location
Detection
using
Reverse
Geocoding
Scheme
(RGS)
Inferring Event Geo- Event
Location
location Based on Detection
from
Twitter - [12]
Twitter
Data
Streams

Event
Method

Detection Location Limitations
Detection?

Traffic
related
events

Rule
Based
Classifier with THI
Lexicon

Yes

The approach is
not
generalizeable, as it depends
heavily
on
localized
geotagging ability.

Generic

Yes

Dataset used in
this approach is
very small.

No

The methodology
is not tested on
imbalanced data
sets.

No

Methodology is
not tested on
Streaming Data

Yes

No

The
approach
seems to focus on
tweeter language
to
detect
the
location
which
needs a more
robust method.
The methodology
is not tested over
real-time
data
streams.

Detection of Hot
Words in Twitter
Stream,
and
prediction
of
popularities
of
events.
Classification of
Events
using
ARM on Twitter
data streams

Generic
Events

Flood
Related
Events

Geolocation
Inference
Algorithm
(for
Event
Location
Detection)
Weighting relevant
words by matching
with ontology and
classification using
combination
of
Naïve Bayes and
local
matching
method.
Hot
Words
Generation using
Correlation Degree
and
Words
Cumulative Weight
Function
Association Rule
Mining to Identify
Events

Development of
system to detect
and analyze events
to predict future
events
using
Twitter
Data
Stream
13 Improving
Identification of
Classification
of Hurricane Events
Twitter
Behaviour and classification
During
Hurricane of user evacuation
Events - [9]
behavior
during
events

Political
Events

Probabilistic
Algorithm Models

9

Event Mining over Extraction
and Generic
Distributed
Text Categorization of Events
Streams - [17]
Events
from
Twitter
Data
Streams

10 Adaptive
General
Event
Popularity
Analysis
on
Streaming Data - [11]

11 Detecting
Flood
Vulnerable Areas in
Social Media Stream
Using
Association
Rule Mining - [13]

12 Detecting
Present
Events to Predict
Future: Detection and
Evolution of Events
in Twitter - [18]

Hurricane SVM
and
Events
Linguistic Features
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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13

Title
Social-based Traffic
Information Extraction
and Classification-[8]
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Database
Storage
Not
Given

Experiment
Visualization
Dataset/Size
2942 Tweets
Simple Bar
Graphs and
Scattered
Plots
4,331,937
No Support
Tweets
8868 Tweets
Kernel
Density Map

Technologies / APIs /
Libraries / Algorithms
LextoTokenizer, Google
Maps API

Java, PHP, Twitter API,
Google Maps API, Lucene

Event Detection in
Twitter - [16]
Traffic Observatory: A
System to detect and
locate traffic events and
conditions using Twitter[7]
TEDAS: A Twitter based
Event Detection and
Analysis System - [10]

Not
Given
Not
Given

MySQL

100,000
Tweets

Where Not to Go?
Detecting Road Hazards
Using Twitter - [14]
Event Identification and
Tracking in Social Media
Streaming Data - [15]

Not
Given

30,876
Tweets

XML –
Based
Storage

916,948
Tweets

Twitter Analysis for
Intelligent Transportation
- [6]
Inferring Event Geolocation Based on Twitter
- [12]
Event Mining over
Distributed Text Streams
- [17]
Adaptive General Event
Popularity Analysis on
Streaming Data - [11]
Detecting Flood
Vulnerable Areas in
Social Media Stream
Using Association Rule
Mining - [13]
Detecting Present Events
to Predict Future:
Detection and Evolution
of Events in Twitter - [18]
Improving Classification
of Twitter Behaviour
During Hurricane Events
- [9]

Asterix
DB

1,184,856
Tweets

Not
Given

<100 Events

Google
Maps

Not
Given

Afghanistan
Data Set

MySql

Not Given

No
Visualizatio
n Support
Line Charts

Not
Given

1,000,000
Tweets

No
Visualizatio
n Support

Tweet4J, Twitter Streaming
API, MS Excel,
Notepad++,SRILM, Weka,
Google Maps API

Mongo
DB

4,969,589
Tweets

No
Visualizatio
n Support

Not
Given

25, 474
Tweets

Customized
Annotation
Tool with
MapBox

Clojure (Java-Based
Package), Twitter Streaming
API,JSON, DeepLearning4J,
oLDA, BEE
Twitter Streaming API,
Customized Annotation
Tool, Support Vector
Machines (SVM)
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Visualizatio
n with
Custom
Component
and Google
Maps
Simple Line
Chart
Different
Graphs for
Evolution of
Events
Bar graphs,
Spider Plots

Twitter REST API, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
Twitter Streaming API,
Google Maps

Twitter Streaming API, Ling
Pipe, KNN, Naïve Bayes,
DLM
XML, JSON, Twitter
Streaming API, IDF

Twitter Streaming API,
Apache, Spark,
Naïve Bayes, SGD Model,
Perceptron, PassiveAggressive
TF-IDF, Precision, ReCall,
Naïve Bayes
Java, AnsJ, Weibo, Baidu,
TF-IDF
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Usage of technologies in these studies also plays an important role to carry out the
research activities in timely and optimized fashion. Researchers have mostly relied on Twitter
Streaming API for tweets collection. Open source technologies like PHP, MYSQL, XML,
JSON, MongoDB have been utilized for storage, analysis and visualization purposes [10, 11,
15, 18]. Different Classification algorithms from machine learning have also been utilized
using WEKA tool including KNN, Naive Bayes, DLM, IDF and LDA etc [9, 12, 14-16, 18].
A brief critical evaluation of these research studies along with future recommendations
for the further research in this area is now presented.

Evaluation and Future Recommendations
In this section, a critical review of the existing techniques is presented along with the
limitations. Some recommendations and guidelines for future research are also presented.
⎯ Twitter data is usually available in large volume, whereas in some approaches small
datasets is employed. It is suggested that during event mining process through data
streams, a large dataset is used in order to expand the coverage of mining process. For
this purpose, Twitter Streaming API can be scheduled to run over a specific period of
time to extract large volume of tweets in an optimized way.
⎯ Most approaches targeted to mine specific types of events. Such approaches can be
generalized to mine all types of events instead.
⎯ Some of the approaches rely heavily on local language directories and maps. So it is
clear that event detection requires support of global languages and maps for a global
generalize-able solution.
⎯ The deficiencies of classification algorithms can be improved. Moreover, there is a
need to adapt a better way to match the list of static keywords. A better alternate
option will be an XML-based event classification structure.
⎯ Event detection seems meaningless where there is no geo-location tracing ability.
Secondly, emphasis should be put on techniques for geo-location detection using
tweet text instead of tweet geo-location Meta tags.
⎯ In some approaches the evaluation of classification task is done by using Accuracy. In
such approaches, different other measures like Precision, Recall, F-Measure can also
be adopted for thorough comparison.
⎯ Different tasks like data collection, pre-processing, analysis and visualization is
achieved through different components which work in isolation. A one-window
framework will not only make the operations smooth, but will also reduce
computation time.
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CONCLUSION
In this research study, the literature related to the identification of events from Twitter
data stream has been reviewed. It is found that majority of techniques are able to detect only
specific types of events. The approaches utilize open source databases in order to store and
analyse the events. Some approaches utilize machine learning classification algorithms,
whereas some authors created customized algorithms to detect events. Most approaches use
localized places, languages and verb dictionaries in the classification process. Geo-location
detection is provided by some approaches utilizing geo coordinates available with tweet text
or by manipulating contextual features of tweets. Not all the approaches provide geo-location
detection. Visualization support is not available in some of the approaches. It has also been
found that a one-window operate-able interface is a desirable requirement of these
approaches.
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Abstract
Automated software testing (AST) has been facing several technical and
technological challenges that need to be focused for appropriate solutions. The current study
explored the issues faced during the software testing phase by an XYZ software company
that offers desktop software solutions to organizations dealing in construction, engineering,
and energy-related projects. Interviews from Projects Director, Senior Software
Development Manager, Quality Assurance (QA) Team Lead and Test Team Lead have been
conducted. Furthermore, content analysis and narrative analysis methods were used for
qualitative analysis, which led to the identification of different issues like selection and cost
of automated software testing tools, incompatibility with latent technology, and lack of
skilled people, which are almost critical faced during the automated software testing process.
The study revealed that the issue of selection of AST tools is of a top priority than the issue
of the non-co-located testing team. These findings were reverified through a mini-survey,
and further, these were quantitatively analyzed. Moreover, suggestions/recommendations are
provided for software companies that are planning to adopt AST approaches for testing
desktop engineering applications under development.

Keywords: Automated Software Testing, Software Testing Issues / Challenges,
Desktop Engineering Application, Software Quality, Case Study.

INTRODUCTION
The quality of a software product is a prerequisite for its acceptance and usability on
users’ part. The process of finding an error in the software is known as testing, and finding
the cause of the error is called debugging. Software testing, either manual or automated, is
supposed to be a major challenge during the software development cycle. The tester plays its
role as a user executing the system in manual testing, whereas in automated testing, the
developer develops scripts which execute without the intervention of human to test System
under test (SUT). Kit & Finzi [1] defined software testing as a collection of people, methods,
measurements, tools, and equipment to test software. No doubt, software testing is a critical
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phase of the software development life cycle. It certifies whether the solution under
examination performs the required functionality as per user requirements or not.
According to IEEE, the software testing is defined as “the process of exercising or
evaluating a system by manual or automatic means to verify that it satisfies specified
requirements or to identify differences between actual and expected results” [2]. Both modes
of effective software testing, i.e., manual or automated, are always time-consuming and
laborious. Testing and debugging of applications, either running on single computers,
networks, or in a distributed environment, is a real challenge. Lee et al. [3] quoted that
software testing practices are a bit far from satisfactory. Moreover, it is speculated that the
adoption of innovative technologies such as IoT, Blockchain, may require improved tools for
automated software testing. As per the survey of the World Quality Report [4], the role of
Quality Assurance (QA) and testing have changed from mere defects finding to end-user
satisfaction.
Software testing is used in general to assess the quality of software developed. The
term “quality” may refer to the reliability, performance, usability, and it further depends on
the context. For software products to be of high quality and reliability, the software tester
must have to validate the product during the development process to be error-free [5]-[9].
Software reliability is one aspect of quality that depends upon rigorous software testing.
Software testing is a costly activity that almost utilizes 50% of the software development
budget, which reflects its complexity [10]-[16]. Wiklund et al. [17] mentioned that 30% to
80% of development cost relates to the software testing phase. As software is a key
component of most of the systems and devices; therefore, success depends upon the
reliability of software, which is consequently based on careful design, and testing. Goodbole
[18] noted that the global software industry is still facing issues to deliver quality software
solutions.
Srinivasin and Gopalswamy [19] defined automated testing as “developing software
to test the software under development”. It may save the time of tester group, save cost,
reduce the risk for human error, reduce the amount of effort required through manual testing
and enhance the quality of software product to be delivered [17], [20], [21]. Different
software testing tools are in use to test client-server, desktop, websites and mobile
applications [1]. There are different types of desktop software, such as generic desktop
software and desktop engineering software, etc. The examples of desktop engineering
software are Autocad, Staad Pro, etc.
The selection of testing tools is a complex and challenging task. Different challenges
such as cost, selection of automated software testing tools, trained and skilled people, and
compatibility with latent technology have been highlighted in the past literature [18], [18],
[22]. The issues and challenges faced during this process need to be explored in the specific
context of desktop-based engineering problems.
The focus of this case study is to explore and address the issues/challenges related to
automated software testing faced by tester groups. In the previous researches, no such issues
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have been explored in the context of desktop-based engineering applications, there is also a
need to prioritize the hierarchy of these challenges/issues in this domain. This paper is
structured as follows:
First section addressed the relevant research work under the heading
“Background/Literature Review”. This section contains literature regarding why is software
testing necessary and what is automated software testing, software testing tools in practice,
and common issues/challenges in automated software testing. This section also explains the
gap in the existing literature leading to research questions that need to be addressed. Second
section explains the research methodology adopted to carry out our research work. The third
section encompasses the detailed case study of the company referred to as Company ‘XYZ’
to maintain anonymity. A short brief about the company profile, the existing structure of the
tester group, software testing approaches, and software testing tools currently in use in the
company. Detail of interviews conducted leading to data collection and analysis has been
documented in section four. The last section concluded our research work and presented our
findings in the area under research.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Software testing improves quality and helps to assess whether the software system
would be acceptable to clients. According to Endo et al. [23] “Systematic and automated
approaches have shown capable of reducing the overwhelming cost of engineering such
systems….While there exist various trends in evolving the automation in software testing, the
provision of sound empirical evidence is still needed in such area”. The global automated
software testing market is expected to reach $55 billion in 2022 as mentioned in a blog [24].
Software that is developed to test software for its reliability is known as automated
software testing tool [22]. AST requires special computer programs/ written scripts to find
bugs or defects that may improve the quality of the software under development. Srinivasin
and Gopalaswamy [19] said that the main objective of the testing is to find defects before
customers find them out. Software testing helps developers to fix bugs that consequently led
to decreasing bugs fixing cost and controlling the quality of software product [25]. Up to
what extent the developed software adhered to specifications finally reflects its quality which
can be measured in terms of Functionality, Reliability, Usability, Efficiency, Maintainability,
and Portability [26]. Different types of software testing such as black-box testing, white-box
testing, regression testing, and performance testing, static testing techniques and so on are in
use for software testing purposes. Different commercial and open source automated software
testing tools are available, however, they can help only in identification of errors/bugs.
After careful analysis and design phase, the only major phase which may assure
software to be defect free is software testing [27], [28]. Software Engineers commonly inject
one defect into every 10 lines of code, which definitely shows that software testing is a
mandatory phase of software development life cycle [15]. There are quality concerns issues
regarding test code/ production code [29]. Kit & Finzi [1] recommended that there should be
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a tester to developer ratio in a software company (e.g. classic ratio is 1:3 or 1:4). Software
companies commonly spent more than 50% percent of their development time on software
testing and involve huge cost. Therefore, most of the companies avoid software testing as it is
costly [18], [19], [24], [29]. Garousi & Elberzhager [22] found that small and medium-sized
enterprises are not aware of the potential of automation so they hardly prefer to utilize
automated testing tools. According to Srinivasin & Gopalaswamy [19], life cycle model for
the development of a testing tool is similar to the life cycle model for the development of a
software product.

AUTOMATED SOFTWARE TESTING AND ITS IMPORTANCE
Automated software testing is aimed at fully replacing manual testing with automated
testing whereas the vision is still infancy [15]. To deliver errors/bugs free software product,
the software testers spend 40-50 % software design life cycle cost during testing phase [10].
Large companies such as Microsoft, Google enjoyed many benefits through automation of
software testing activities [30], [31]. Srinivasin & Gopalaswamy [19] noted that manual
testing requires more time and effort as compared to automated software testing.
Automated software testing makes a testing phase easier, more efficient, costeffective for tester groups besides it may enhance the productivity of the software. There are
different software testing tools available in the market, which are based on the different type
of software to be tested (Desktop, Client-server, Web-based) [19], [30], [32]. Automated
software testing is not recommended in the Agile environment because user requirements are
often required [19]. The common attributes of automated software testing tools are speed,
efficiency, accuracy, precision, and relentlessness [30]. Srinivasin & Gopalaswamy [19] also
mentioned that automated software testing is useful for performance, load/stress, and
reliability testing. Kumar & Mishra [31] showed that the positive effect of test automation
impacts on software’s cost, time and quality. Despite various benefits of automated software
testing, it needs 100% more labor costs and efforts for its development [33]. For example,
Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 which has 6 million lines of code; however, it's testing script has
nearly 9 million lines of code [34]. The benefits and limitations of automated software testing
are also explained by [35].
It is important to note that there are more studies of automated software testing tools
for web-based software applications as compared to desktop engineering applications

Issues/Challenges
The common issues/challenges discussed in previous research studies are explained as
follows:
•
•
•
•

Selection and availability of automated software testing tool [4], [16], [22], [33],[35]
Higher Cost [21], [24], [36]-[37]
Lack of Trained and skilled people [4], [38]-[41]
Incompatibility with latent technology [22], [42]-[45]
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SELECTION AND AVAILABILITY OF AUTOMATED
SOFTWARE TESTING TOOLS
The selection of the appropriate tool is a vital component of automated software
testing and is a key challenge for the tester group in any company or organization [22], [43],
[44]. Among many off-the-shelf testing tools available in the market, the selection of the best
suitable tool for a specific software type is a major issue for the software companies.
Different features that need to be considered during selection of AFT tools are: the training of
the tester, cross-platform support, low cost, user-friendly Graphical User Interface, support
for almost all types of testing, better report format, sufficient vendor support and
compatibility with latent technologies [38]. The software testing tool may have minimal
functionality compliance with the software product to be tested and testing tools itself are not
properly tested as of software produced by the vendors. Similar issues are also reported in the
literature [22]. High-cost software testing tools may restrict its procurement on the part of
software companies.
Software companies sometimes prefer to use in-house developed testing tools instead
of procurement of off-the-shelf testing tool due to high cost. However, in-house developed
testing tools take a long time in development. This approach is not feasible to test software
projects that have a short deadline for completion. Sometimes, the cost of the development of
a testing tool is higher than the cost of the off-the-shelf tool. Furthermore, ample time is also
required for developing a testing tool.
The software companies with limited budget or no budget for the procurement of offthe-shelf testing tool or for the development of an in-house testing tool usually adopt open
source technology-based free testing tools. However, the functionality of such free tools is
not up to the mark according to the tester needs.
World Quality Report [4] revealed different challenges regarding Mobile, Web, and
other kinds of front-office applications testing as opinioned by respondents of survey as
under:
• 52% of respondents pointed to “not enough time to test.”
• 43% said “we don’t have the right tools to test,”
• 34% said, “we do not have the right testing process and method.”
Higher Costs
Automated software testing is time consuming, pricy, and requires ample
development efforts. The cost of software testing may fall within 30%-40% of the total
development cost [44]. Similarly, Kumar & Mishra [31] quoted, “Software Testing utilizes
approximately 40%-50% of total resources, 30% of total effort and 50%-60% of the total cost
of software development”. The cost regarding the development of test scripts also varies
along with scripting techniques used [44]. Furthermore, the cost of “off-the-shelf testing
tools” is high in the global software industry.
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Tech [37] mentioned that initially, global software companies invest huge money in
the procurement of software testing tools. These testing tools may perform more effective
error detections and save two times the cost incurred in development and maintenance above
the life of the software solutions [38]. On the other hand, if the automated testing did not
perform up to expectations, such investment is unlikely to be recovered [17]. Some claimed
that the in-house developed tools are more effective as compared to off-the-shelf tools [36].
Srinivasin & Gopalswamy [19] noted that software testing tools involve a massive initial
cost, a major issue. Due to such reasons, the small and medium level software companies
worldwide prefer to use either manual testing or adopt open source, free of cost, testing tools
[1], [18]. Other trends like “digital transformation, move to the cloud and the adoption of
Agile and DevOps,” and the use of testing led to more expenditures regarding infrastructure,
tooling, and reengineering of workflows [4].
Lack of trained and skilled people
Lee et al. [3] revealed that there exists a gap between testing research and industry
practices. Testing is a professional discipline requiring trained and skilled people [23], [40].
Lack of skilled people to use the tools and learning of scripts available is a challenge for the
adoption of automated software testing tools [23], [41], [42]. According to a survey, 46% of
respondents concluded that the lack of proper skills in testing appeared as an important
technical challenge in application development. Moreover, there is a dire need for specialized
skills in test teams due to emerging technologies i.e., IoT, Analytics, etc. [4].
Incompatibility with latent technology
Issues of Incompatibility of automated software testing tool with latent software and
hardware technology such as un-extendibility of the testing tool, lack of cross-platform
support, additional requirements of system upgrades, planning and efforts required to deploy
the tool have been identified in the previous studies [9], [19], [37], [43]-[45]. Although a
handsome research work regarding the use of automated software testing for web-based
software applications has been found in the literature while there is minimal literature
regarding desktop engineering applications. Ever-changing application with increased
complexity and new releases increased the importance of model-based testing, and ecosystem testing and other emerging trends may be ahead might be due to innovative
technologies which are emerging rapidly [4].
Keeping in view the above challenges, there is a dire need to conduct research on the
usage of automated software testing tools. Furthermore, such issues need to be explored
whether those exist in software development companies. This research study also intends to
explore whether such issues are being faced in desktop-based engineering applications or not.
Research Questions
The following research questions are addressed in this research study.
Q1. What are critical issues/challenges in automated software testing of desktop engineering
applications, and how did the company ‘XYZ’ overcome such issues if any?
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Q2. Which issues/challenges regarding automated software testing of desktop engineering
applications are of top priority?
Q3. Do non-co-located testing teams face difficulties in using automated software testing
tools for desktop engineering applications?
Q4. What strategies are being formulated to resolve/mitigate the potential issues/challenges
faced by the Company ‘XYZ’?
Q5. What are the potential suggestions/recommendations for improvement in automated
software testing for desktop engineering applications?
Research Method
Case study approach was adopted to explore the automated software testing
issues/challenges in a private software company “XYZ” which develops and provides
software solutions to various organizations dealing with construction, engineering, and
energy projects. A case study may assist in looking into a context-specific phenomenon in
detail [46], [47].
Semi-structured interviews of 40 employees working as Director Projects, Chairman
and members of Procurement Committee, Chief of the tester groups, Testing team lead of
sub-group-I and group-II, QA team lead, Senior software manager, Senior software quality
analyst, Test automation architect, Software developers’ Team lead and Software developers
were conducted and narrative analysis was used for further analysis.
Secondly, shareable documentation related to automated software testing was also
accessed and utilized as a source of data and further analyzed using content analysis. Thirdly,
a mini-survey based on closed questions was also conducted. The sample size of the
respondents was 100. The data were analyzed quantitatively. The objective of the survey was
to evaluate and verify the priority level of issues/challenges found through a case study of
company “XYZ”.
The study aimed at exploring the issues/challenges faced by tester groups using
automated software testing tools. The critical issues identified and further recommendations
for improvement in automated software testing have been documented after rigorous analysis.

CASE STUDY
Company Profile
The multinational company “XYZ” was established 35 years ago. It offers software
solutions to various organizations dealing with construction, engineering, and energy
projects. The company has its regional offices in different countries of the world. The
company develops a software solution for projects related to construction, road, railway
tracks, and bridges, modeling of the 3D city, construction simulation and modeling of energy.
The company has hired a jelled team involved in developing and testing software. Both
manual and automated software testing tools/techniques are being used. Both tester groups
are part of the software development wing that carries out the manual as well as automated
software testing. The company claimed that it had achieved Software Engineering Capability
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Maturity Model (SE-CMM) level III at present. The company has a hierarchical
organizational structure. The research study has been carried out at its regional office in
Islamabad, Pakistan.
Tester Groups
Software tester groups consist of 60 experienced and skillful professionals working in
Regional office. However, some members of the tester group are not co-located. Most
members of the tester group have sound knowledge of electrical and mechanical engineering
domain; however, they possess little knowledge of Computer/Information Technology (IT).
The formation of the team was controlled centrally. The tester group was sub-divided into
two sub-tester groups. The responsibility of Group-1 is to carry out manual testing whereas
Group-2 has the responsibility to perform automated testing for the software
solutions/products produced.
Selection/Purchase of Software Testing Tool
The company purchases off-the-shelf software testing tools in addition to in-house
developed software testing utilities. Off-the-shelf software testing tools in use included Test
Complete, SilkTest, and Auto-IT, etc. These tools were used to perform smoke, unit,
integration, functional, regression, and performance testing. Moreover, in-house developed
software testing utilities may only be used whenever frequent changes were made in the
respective software product (i.e. developed using Agile development process). Software
testing tools were selected and purchased by the internal procurement committee consisting
of developer groups and executives of top management.
Data Analysis and Findings
Data collected through shareable office documentation, interviews of executives, and
Team Lead have been analyzed using content analysis and narrative analysis methods.
Automated Software Testing: Issues/Challenges
Interviews were conducted to explore the issue being faced by different groups during
the software testing phase. During an interview, the Testing Team Lead said that software
testing tools used were more useful to test the software developed using a traditional
approach rather than an agile environment. The testing tools available were not compatible
with the technology changing at a rapid pace. The testing team lead has an axiom that
vendors usually did not upgrade their testing tools. Moreover, he also told that an automated
software testing tool i.e. “SilkTest” was procured by the company which aimed to test various
software solutions. Due to different issues with latent technologies, computer machines with
64-bit systems, Operating systems (including Windows XP and Vista), IDE of software
development tools such as Java, etc., the tool was lacking functionality as expected. The
members of the tester group have also the same opinion as already told by their testing team
lead. It is observed that Tester Groups do not fully rely on automated software testing but
carried out manual testing to test their software solutions. The analysis of interviews led to
the conclusion that Tester Groups evaluated the issue related to compatibility with latent
technologies as 2nd priority level to issue among other issues explored.
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The Chief of the Testing Team told during an interview that the company avoids
investing a huge amount of budget in the procurement of software testing tools because of
cost on the higher side. He also told that automated software testing tools have specific
functionality with limitations. The executives who were interviewed also showed their
concern about the higher cost of automated software testing tools and considered as one of
the reasons for avoidance of purchase. The issue of high costs of automated testing tools was
placed at 3rd priority level as per the interviewees’ analysis.
Regarding training and skills of people regarding automated Software Testing, the
Team Lead and other members of the tester group who were interviewed revealed that it is an
issue of special concern. The qualitative analysis leads to the findings that it may be assigned
4th priority level as per priority scale used for the purpose.
He further added that the company has several regional offices in different countries
of the world and the tester group members were located at different locations. According to
him, the communication and coordination among such members is not effective due to time
zones differences of the locations and languages barriers. Tester Groups of the Company
assigned 5th priority level to this issue .
In addition to the issues mentioned above, the selection of the automated testing tool
is also explored as a vital issue of automated software testing by the tester groups. The
Procurement Team Lead and Projects Directors interviews and further analysis revealed that
the selection of testing tools is the topmost priority level issue faced by them.
Mini Survey
A mini-survey in the company was conducted to validate further the qualitative
research findings of the priority of issues/challenges found during the interviews of
employees of the Company. The self-administrated questionnaire consisting of closed-ended
and open-ended questions was distributed by in-person to 95 employees of the Company
working in different technical sections/wings. Only 74 usable questionnaires are leading to
response rate, as 77.8% were received.
The result of data analysis using SPSS revealed five major issues regarding automated
software testing of desktop-based engineering applications based on the priority level as
assigned by the respondents (Table-1).
Table 1: Priority Level of Issues in Automated Software Testing
Nature of Issue Explored
Selection of tool

Priority Level
1st

Compatibility with latent technologies

2nd

Higher Costs

3rd

Lack of Trained people

4th

Non co-located testing team

5th
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The findings of the survey conducted also validated the individuals’ opinions
recorded during their interviews.

ADDRESSING ISSUES/CHALLENGES: STRATEGY FORMULATED
In order to resolve/mitigate issues faced, the strategy formulated is explained as
under:
The selection of a software testing tools is a big challenging task. To cope with such a
challenge, the company made efforts and conducted brainstorming sessions with the relevant
stakeholders. They were encouraged and motivated to share their experiences. The outcome
of such initiative led to some preemptive measures such as software functionality and
complexity to be tested and the relevance of testing tools with a software solution. The
relevance of software testing tools selection was based on tools available keeping in view
their characteristics and functionality. Secondly, formal training of the tester group for
effective use of software tools selected prior to its use.
Furthermore, the webinars helped in developing a knowledge-sharing culture in the
organization. Such initiative helped to address the severity of the issue that was being faced
by the company. Despite such measures taken on the part of the company, some issues still
need to be addressed. The company has not chalked out any Standard Operating Procedures
to address this matter.
The company did not invest a huge amount in procuring software testing tools. The
top management encouraged either to use of open source testing tools and/or inhouse
development of tools. The company encouraged the Software Development Group to
develop its own software utilities if feasible for automated software testing. Secondly, the
company may benefit from open source tools available for desktop-based engineering
applications, if any.
The compatibility issue of Automated software testing tools with latent technologies
is another challenging task. Technology is changing at a rapid pace so to be at par software
testing tools must be innovative to address future needs. It may be speculated that trends are
turning towards Artificial Intelligence and machines should be intelligent enough to take
responsibilities. More advanced automated software testing tools with new features should be
devloped to address future challenges ahead. Besides, software testing teams must enhance
their skill and expertise for the effective utilization of such tools.
Suggestions / Recommendations
During the case study, the following suggestions/recommendations on the part of
interviewees’ were recorded to improve techniques/software testing tools. For the ease of the
readers, these suggestions are grouped as under:
Selection of testing tools
a) Selection should be based on approaches of multi-criteria decision analysis such as
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), Multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT), etc.
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a) The selection of the software testing tool should be through a multi-stakeholder
committee. There is no guarantee that some favorite software testing tools may
provide full coverage needed. So, careful evaluation of testing tools is essential before
deciding about to buy or develop it.
b) A detailed requirement document about the required testing tool may be prepared and
the availability of the budget may be kept in mind.
c) The Top Management should always be kept in the loop during the selection and
adoption of testing tools.
d) Priority should be given to risk-based testing by identifying critical areas of software
solution under development, which can bring the worst consequence in case of failure
of the system.
Compatibility with latent technologies
a) Those testing tools which are not updated in line with the latest technologies should
not be preferred as they do not meet their testing requirements. Hence, software
testing tools should be kept up-to-date/compatible with latent technologies by the
respective vendor of the software testing tool. Advanced and innovative software tool
seems to be dire need of the future for overcoming this challenge.
Lack of Trained and Skilled people
a) Tester groups would be trained on the testing tool whenever a new tool is procured to
facilitate the tester teams. Training of the tester team with the state-of-art technology
would be part of the procurement agreement with the vendor.
b) The Governmental bodies with the mandate of promotion of the software industry at
national and international levels should launch training programs on the most
common software testing tools to mitigate this respective issue.
Non co-located testing team
a) Software companies having setups in multiple countries may align the tester group in
different shifts e.g. morning and evening shifts in order to mitigate the issue of time
zone differences.
b) Effective team collaboration should be encouraged. Close interaction among tester,
developers, and system architects is essential.
c) Software companies may hire and depute testers, having fluency in common language
(commonly used in office), leading to effective communication in different offices
located in different countries of the world to mitigate the issue of language among
tester groups.
d) Software companies may establish a close relationship and strong communication
among members of tester and software development groups in order to mitigate the
communication gap.
Moreover, automated software testing should be preferred in cases where limited
numbers of changes are required over a specific time i.e. in a non-agile environment. Top
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Management may provide sufficient resources and time to the tester group to perform quality
testing for delivering quality software. Software companies may adopt a well-documented
process during software testing to avoid and mitigate risks in the testing phase.

CONCLUSION
This research study explored different issues faced by the company ‘XYZ’ regarding
automated software testing of desktop software solutions offered to various organizations
dealing with construction, engineering, and energy projects. The findings of this study lead to
the conclusion that the selection of testing tools, incompatibility with latent technologies,
higher costs, and lack of trained people are common issues/challenges faced by the company.
However, the issue related to the non-co-located testing team has been identified during this
study. The sequence of issues with respect to priority was in the order from top to bottom as a
selection of automated software testing tool stood, incompatibility with latent technologies,
Higher cost, lack of trained and skilled people, and non-co-located testing team. These
findings may provide valuable guidelines to the software companies planning to adopt
automated software testing approaches for desktop engineering applications and will add to
the existing body of knowledge in the area of automated software testing. The same study
may be replicated in the software company that deals with desktop commercial software
solutions and a company dealing with applications being developed using DevOp practices
for future research work. Moreover, the comparative studies for desktop engineering
applications and web-based applications may contribute more towards understanding
issues/challenges of automated software testing tools. Popular automated software tools
either open source or off-the-shelf available must evolve continuously with innovative
features to cope with future needs.
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